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Complete EPFO SSA Mains Descriptive E- Book 
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PART-2 

Letter (Formal and Informal) 
 
The descriptive section of EPFO SSA Mains is as follows: 
• Total Marks: 30 
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• Total Time: 45 
• Number of Questions: 3 

• Question Type: Comprehension+ Letter Writing (formal / informal)+ Precise 

 

EPFO Descriptive 

What Is Comprehenssion and Precise in EPFO Assistant and SSA Mains Exam 2019 

✓In Comprehenssion you will be given with a 300-400 word passage and there will be 

around 4-5 questions, you need to write answer of these questions in Your own language 
using keyboard 

✓Your answers can be in 30-60 words depending upon what they are asking 

What is Precise :- 

Precise is somewhat like Essay but in Precise you are given with a passage of 300 - 400 
words and you need to short that paragraph in 100-150 words as mentioned in exam 

And provide an appropriate title. 

So Essay, Comprehenssion and Precise these are three totally different thing and Generally 
asked in Exam to check the writing skill of Aspirants 

Note :- Previously in Many exams, The Passage given for Comprehenssion and 

Precise were same. 

How to prepare for essay writing for EPFO SSA mains descriptive test: 

Essay writing is all about your writing skills and how well you present your thoughts on a 

particular topic. This section also includes your knowledge on a particular topic and You 

also require imagination skills to score higher in this section. 

Read newspaper everyday 

 Candidates should read one standard newspaper daily to improve their English and 

vocabulary. It will take time and they have to focus and concentrate on the news. 

 “The Hindu” is the most loving newspaper by question paper setters. Don’t spend the 

whole day in reading but read its business and editorial section for preparation of 

descriptive writing test, which makes you comfortable to their writing style which is really 

difficult to understand for new one and also improve your writing skills.  

                  

Vocabulary improvement 
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To improve your vocabulary, learn some new words daily and try to practice in the daily 

use. Newspaper reading also improves your vocabulary and also read different preparation 

books to improve their English section as well as your writing skills.  

Note: Ambitiousbaba.com provide Daily Vocabulary The Hindu Editorial  

                          

Write at least one article daily 

 

Try to write at least one article everyday in your own words on any current topic from the 

newspaper or trending topics. 

       

Avoidance of sentences repetition 

 

Always try to avoid the repetition of sentences in your essay because this may impact the 

bad impression of your writing skills. 

 

Partition of the Percise 

 

Try to divide your essay into at least 3-4 paragraphs.  

(a) The first paragraph should be the introduction part where you go for general 

discussion   about the topic. 

(b) The body of the essay should be divided into at least 2 paragraphs.  

(c) The last paragraph should be the conclusion. 

 

 1.  Introduction:- This should contain a brief introduction of the topic with an explain the 

background of the topic. Use this section also to briefly mention your view on the topic 
before elaborating on that in the Middle part of paragraphs. 

2. Mid part of paragraphs :- The body paragraphs (or the middle paragraphs) are used to 

present one’s point of view on the subject in a detailed manner.  You should restrict the 

number of paragraphs here to 2 or 3. The purpose of the body is to list out in detail the 
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examples that support your view. It is always advised to put forth your strongest argument 

first followed by the second strongest one and so on.  Each paragraph should contain one 

idea and sentences supporting it. 

3. Conclusive – It should not be just a clubbing of statements. Your essay/letter should 

make sense for the reader. 

 

Can the use of green crackers reduce pollution 

levels during Diwali? 

With Diwali just around the corner, the pollution debate is back. Does bursting of crackers 
increase pollution levels? How harmful are the chemicals added in them when inhaled? Did 
the Supreme Court order in 2018 to reduce bursting window to two hours have an impact 
on pollution levels? How does green crackers negate these issues? We take a look at the 
available data to find answers.   

Extreme pollution 

In 2016, the Chest Research Foundation of India, Pune conducted a series of experiments 
on firecrackers such as sparklers, ground spinners, flower pots, snake tablets, among 
others to determine the amount of PM 2.5 particles emitted by them PM 2.5 (particulate 
matter having a diameter of 2.5µm or less) is an air-pollutant which poses great health 
risks when inhaled. In India, the 24-hour mean limit of PM 2.5 is 60 µg/m³ (micrograms per 
cubic metre). The graph shows the results of the experiments. The pollution levels are 
plotted against the time of exposure of each cracker. 

The crackers emitted extremely high PM 2.5 levels with the snake tablet producing a peak 
PM 2.5 level of 64,850 µµg/m³ - the highest of all 

Effect on surroundings 

The table below shows PM10 levels (particulate matter having a diameter of 10 μm or less 
which is another air pollutant) across various urban residential centres in Tamil Nadu. The 
first four columns list the 24-hr average PM10 levels a week before Diwali day and the next 
four list the 34-hour average PM10 levels on Diwali day. In India, the 24-hour mean limit of 
PM 10 is 100 µg/m³ 

Harmful Chemicals 
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Apart from causing particulate matter pollution, crackers contain several chemicals which 
produce different colours and effects. Here is a list of few chemicals, their use and their 
affect on humans 

What are green crackers? 

Green crackers have a small shell size compared to traditional crackers, are produced using 
less harmful raw materials and have additives which reduce emissions by suppressing 
dust. Their salient features according to CSIR-NEERI scientists are: 

They don’t contain banned chemicals such as lithium, arsenic, barium, lead, etc. 

They are called Safe Water Releaser (SWAS), Safe Thermite Cracker (STAR) and Safe 
Minimal Aluminium (SAFAL) crackers. They release water vapour and don’t allow the dust 
particles to rise 

They are designed to reduce 30% particulate matter pollution. 

QR codes on green cracker packages will help consumers scan and identify counterfeits 

 

Texan outreach: On 'Howdy Modi' event in Houston 

The Houston gathering of the Indian diaspora in the U.S. on Sunday addressed by Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi and U.S. President Donald Trump was a resounding success in 

meeting its stated and implied objectives. Mr. Modi has drafted Indian diaspora 

communities in several countries for advancing his strategic objectives. The diaspora in the 

U.S. is of pre-eminent significance given its increasing political heft and the centrality of the 

U.S. in India’s strategic architecture. Mr. Trump’s appearance at the rally and his effusive 

support for India were a reflection of the community’s influence in U.S. politics. He named 

fighting “radical Islamic terrorism” as a key common interest of the two countries, spurring 

a standing ovation by the audience, including Mr. Modi. Mr. Trump also emphasised border 

security, a controversial topic in both democracies. Mr. Modi presented the ending of 

autonomy for Jammu and Kashmir to the cheering crowd as a significant achievement of 

this government. The rally galvanised the diaspora in support for Mr. Modi’s politics in 

India, and enticed Mr. Trump. 

The rally’s unintended outcomes could be more complex. The massive movement of people 

across national borders has created diasporas that, in turn, have created new political 

forces. This is a particularly sensitive component of global politics. Its enthusiasm for India 

notwithstanding, aspirations of the diaspora and the priorities of India don’t necessarily 

converge. Drawing its members too deep into India’s domestic politics, and India’s 

involvement in their politics, are both fraught with risks. Mr. Modi nearly endorsed Mr. 
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Trump’s re-election bid, and the jamboree was unprecedented for the divisions it created 

among the diaspora. Civil rights groups and groups of Kashmiris, Dalits and Muslims, who 

have been critical of Mr. Trump, also called out the Modi government for its policies. 

Democrats by and large took a dim view of the event, and the audience and Mr. Modi 

greeted Majority Leader in the House of Representatives Steny Hoyer’s reminder that India 

drew on its strength of Nehruvian secularism with stony silence. Mr. Trump’s implied 

endorsement of Mr. Modi’s Kashmir policy was music to the ears of those in the audience, 

but the underlying principle of his America First nationalism that it has no role to play 

globally other than protecting its own interests could lead to outcomes not to India’s liking. 

The absence of four of the five Indian-American members of the U.S. Congress — all 

Democrats — at the gathering was also noteworthy. The transposition of India-Pakistan 

rivalry into a contest between the two diasporas is also unpleasant. Despite what Houston 

achieved for the two leaders, a line may have been crossed in the mixing of partisan 

national politics with international diplomacy. 

A deep cut: On corporate tax cuts 

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman ushered in Deepavali early for Corporate India and 

the markets on 2 October with her announcement of deep cuts in corporate taxes and roll-

back of some market-unfriendly proposals in the Budget she presented in July. The move to 

cut corporate taxes, for which an ordinance has already been issued by the government, is 

on a par with if not higher than the sentiment-boosting ‘dream budget’ of 1997 when the 

then Finance Minister P. Chidambaram cut taxes with gusto. Corporate tax rate has been 

cut to 22% from 30% for companies that do not avail exemptions — this means that the 

effective tax rate for such companies will fall from 34.94% presently to 25.17% which is a 

significant saving indeed. Similarly, for companies that are incorporated after October 1 

and whose projects will be commissioned before March 31, 2023, the tax rate will be as low 

as 15% (compared to 25% currently). The effective tax rate for this category of companies 

will be 17.01%, about 12 percentage points lower than what prevails now. The idea behind 

this move is obviously to generate private investment which is now at a low ebb, but an 

unstated intention could also be to attract foreign investors looking for alternative sites for 

their global value chains disrupted now by the tariff war between China and the U.S. With 

these cuts, the government has delivered on a long-standing demand of Corporate India. 

The onus is now on the latter to deliver, not just in terms of fresh investment but also in 
passing on the benefit of lower taxes down the chain to consumers and investors. 

Where do the tax cuts leave the government and the fisc? Ms. Sitharaman said that the 

revenue foregone is ₹1,45,000 crore. This is very significant, especially in the context of the 

over-estimation of revenues in the Budget and the under-performance in terms of tax 

collections so far this year. The 2019-20 Budget assumes net tax revenues of ₹16.49 lakh 

crore, which is a rather ambitious 25% growth estimate over the actual revenues of ₹13.16 

lakh crore in 2018-19. If the revenue foregone now is weighed against this unrealistic 
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Budget target on which the fiscal arithmetic is based, the outlook for the projected deficit 

this year will be scary for sure. It is a no-brainer that the deficit target of 3.3% for this fiscal 

is unattainable, as things stand. The bounty of ₹1.75 lakh crore received from the Reserve 

Bank of India as dividend is obviously a cushion and it is this money that the government 

has now given away. But if the fiscal deficit target is to be met, then the gap from the 

original over-estimation of revenues has to be bridged. The one route open to the 

government is to go big on disinvestment where it has already budgeted ₹1,05,000 crore 

for this year. The actual proceeds should be about double that this fiscal if the original 

arithmetic is to work. That is not going to be easy. The corporate tax cuts are certainly good 

for the economy in the medium term but in the short term, until revenues bounce back, the 
government has a fiscal problem on its hands. 

A city gone dry: on Chennai water crisis 

Chennai’s aspirations to grow into a global economic hub appear considerably weakened as 

it struggles to find water. The shadow of drought from 2018 has stretched into the torrid 

summer this year, evaporating not just the city’s reservoirs, but the prosperity of its 

residents who are forced to hunt for tankers, pay bribes and spend hours even at night 

waiting for trucks to dispense some water. Ironically, Tamil Nadu’s capital, which in a 

normal year gets anything between 1,300 mm and 1,400 mm of rainfall, has been laid low 

by the indifference of successive governments. That residents are now given minimum 

piped water and meagre tanker supplies totalling a third of the installed capacity of 1,494 

million litres a day, that too mainly from desalination plants, faraway lakes and farm wells, 

is proof of the neglect of water governance. Yet, even searching questions posed by the 

Madras High Court to the AIADMK government have elicited only vague assurances on 

meeting basic requirements and restoring 210 waterbodies to augment future storage, 

rather than a firm timeline. Chief Minister Edappadi K. Palaniswami was wrong to dismiss 

reports on water scarcity as “an exaggeration”, and he must end this business-as-usual 

approach. A time-bound plan is needed to augment the resources in the Greater Chennai 

region encompassing the neighbouring districts of Thiruvallur and Kancheepuram. This 

plan should be tasked to a Special Officer, to be framed by officials in consultation with 

credentialed experts in research and academia, and public comments invited before it is 
finalised. 

Given the large base of tanks and reservoirs in Greater Chennai — over 4,000 waterbodies 

of significance — prudent rainfall management can help it through withering summers and 

weak monsoons. A white paper with a full assessment of these wetlands and their storage 

potential should be a priority for the State’s Sustainable Water Security Mission. Deepening 

storage in the four major reservoirs must get priority. Such a project must quantify the 

increase in storage and set an early deadline of a year. These measures can harvest the bulk 

of the rain in a good year, and prove superior to the fire-fighting approach of installing 

expensive desalination plants and bringing small quantities by rail from another district. 
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Tamil Nadu made rainwater harvesting mandatory quite early, but failed to follow it up 

with an institutional mechanism to help citizens implement it. The government should give 

monetary incentives to NGOs, as NITI Aayog proposed in its Water Index report, to 

encourage them to install systems and show quantifiable recharge outcomes. On the 

consumer side, devices and practices to reduce wastage should be promoted, especially on 

commercial premises. Droughts are bottlenecks for profit, and several actors have 

developed a vested interest in transferring water to the city at high cost. Long-term 
solutions can end this cycle. 

 

Awaiting the verdict: On Ayodhya dispute 

It has taken 70 years for the Babri Masjid-Ram Janmabhoomi litigation to come close to 

finality. The appeals against the Allahabad High Court’s judgment on the title-suits filed by 

both Hindu and Muslim parties have been heard by a five-judge Bench of the Supreme 

Court for 40 days. The court has reserved judgment after hearing impassioned, sometimes 

acrimonious, arguments. The embers of competing claims, which remained alive well into 

the 20th century, were stoked by the surreptitious installation of Lord Ram’s idol on the 

night of December 22/23, 1949 under the structure’s central dome. Suits were filed over 

the years by both sides. It was not until the 1980s that the Ayodhya dispute was used for 

political mobilisation by Hindu nationalist groups. After a court ordered the reopening of 

the structure’s doors in 1986, the Bharatiya Janata Party saw the scope for a national 

movement that would one day catapult it to power. With the VHP and Bajrang Dal 

launching a movement for the ‘retrieval’ of the site for the construction of a grand Ram 

Mandir, a dispute over title and the right of worship transmogrified into an intractable 

litigation predicated on faith. It is possible that the case’s emotive nature and its potential 

for dividing society prevented its early disposal. The matter was ultimately disposed of by 

the High Court Bench in 2010. The decision — a three-way division of the disputed area 

among the deity, the Nirmohi Akhara and the Muslim side — satisfied no one and the 
matter went up to the Supreme Court. 

As the final verdict is awaited, it cannot be forgotten that the demolition of the disputed 

structure in December 1992 was an egregious crime against the country’s secular fabric 

and its constitutional ethos. The purported evidence of a Hindu structure beneath the 

mosque came up only in excavations made after the structure was razed. Any decision 

made on such evidence, which would not have been available to the court if the suits had 

been disposed of in earlier decades, might amount to the judicial system legitimising the 

demolition. Even otherwise, the fact that a modern democracy should have been saddled 

with litigation motivated by historical revanchism is execrable in itself. There can be no 

judicial standards to settle a faith-based argument. There is some talk of a “settlement” 

based on mediation efforts at the court’s behest. A mediated settlement would be welcome, 
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even though it is not clear if all sides are on board. However, if the outcome is not to be 
based purely on the rule of law, it would be better there is a mediated settlement. 

 

India likely to ban single-use plastics soon 

10,000 tonnes of plastic waste is left uncollected every day 

India’s policy on single-use plastic has been much in the news, with reports that a ban is in 

the offing. What are single-use plastics and why aren’t they history if they pose a major 

environmental threat. 

What is single-use plastic? 

Single-use plastics, often also referred to as disposable plastics, are commonly used for 

packaging and include items intended to be used only once before they are thrown away or 

recycled. These include, among other items, grocery bags, food packaging, bottles, straws, 

containers, cups and cutlery. Plastic packaging is mostly single-use, especially in business-

to-consumer applications, and a majority of it is discarded the same year it is produced. 

Such plastics are problematic because they are not biodegradable. 

Is there an imminent ban on single-use plastic? 

There is no ban in the works. Union Minister for Environment and Forests Prakash 

Javadker in a briefing said: “...Prime Minister Narendra Modi didn’t say ‘ban’, but said 

‘goodbye’ to single-use plastic waste. From October 2, we will begin an attempt to collect all 

that waste. Nearly 10,000 tonnes of plastic waste remains uncollected.” 

This was in the context of Mr. Modi’s exhortations to Indians to eschew the use of single-
use plastic by October 2, the 150th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. 

Why is it difficult to ban single-use plastics? 

India has Plastic Waste Management Rules, 2018. One of its key obligations is to have 

industries that make products that ultimately employ plastic (and generate plastic waste) 

collect a fixed percentage every year. The State Pollution Control Boards as well 

municipalities have the responsibility to ensure that plastic waste is collected and sent to 

recycling units. 

Compared to other countries such as the U.S. and China, India has very low per capita 

generation of plastic waste. However, in real terms, this is quite substantial and nearly 

10,000 tonnes of plastic waste is left uncollected every day. 

Studies by organisations like The Energy Resources Institute (TERI) on landfills have found 

that 10.96% of waste was only plastic and of these, non-recyclable plastics accounted for 
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9.6%. The disparity is because certain kinds of plastic, such as PET bottles are 
remunerative for rag pickers as they are in demand at recycling facilities. 

An impending turn: On BJP’s Savarkar campaign 

The BJP manifesto for the Maharashtra Assembly election promises to grow the size of the 

State’s economy to $1 trillion, and create one crore jobs in the next five years and provide 

houses for all by 2022 if elected to power. The manifesto received instant national 

attention, not for these promises on the economy, but for the promise of a Bharat Ratna to 

Veer Savarkar, a founding ideologue of Hindutva. The BJP also plans to confer the Bharat 

Ratna on Jyotiba Phule and Savitribai Phule, the 19th century social reformer couple who 

pioneered lower caste resistance to caste oppression and championed women’s education 

and empowerment. All three are iconic figures of the State and played a notable role in the 

shaping of modern India. Unlike its stated plans for the economy, the BJP has been 

remarkably true to its words on cultural and political questions. So it is to be expected that 

the three figures will indeed be awarded the country’s highest civilian honour soon, though 

that is not a decision in the domain of the Maharashtra government. Conferring national 

honours on historical figures decades after their death is always controversial. However, 

the BJP believes that amending the history of the country is essential for rebuilding it into a 

Hindu nation and repeated revisiting of the national roll of honour is an exercise in that 

direction. It is neither surprising nor out of character for the BJP that it seeks to valorise 
Savarkar, who theorised the essentials of a Hindu nation. 

The BJP has been deft at selectively appropriating different strands of historical and 

cultural icons. Phule was disapproving of Hindu scriptures and Savarkar was fiercely 

critical of cow protection campaigns — facts that have been masked in discussions on 

them. Gandhi is being celebrated by the government and the BJP for his cleanliness 

campaign without any mention of the fundamental tenet of his life — Hindu-Muslim unity. 

Savarkar was a freedom fighter, but the India that he dreamed of was diametrically 

opposite to the vision shared by Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar Vallabhai Patel. 

Savarkar stridently opposed Gandhi and his principles, and Gandhi’s assassin Nathuram 

Godse was associated with him. Savarkar was acquitted after trial in the Gandhi 

assassination case. A Bharat Ratna for Savarkar alongside celebrations to mark the 150th 

year of Gandhi’s birth will not merely be an affront on the latter’s legacy but also a 

statement that India has decisively shifted from the Gandhian vision of nationhood to 

Savarkar’s vision. The RSS chief recently said that while Sangh Parivar continuously 

adapted to emerging challenges, the only unchanging tenet of its existence is the idea that 

India is a Hindu nation. The plans to confer the Bharat Ratna on Savarkar is a definitive 

step in the direction of declaring India so. The BJP should not push India towards taking an 

irreversible turn in the guise of celebrating socio-cultural icons. 

Chennai Connect: On Xi-Modi informal summit 
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 Just ahead of the Chennai informal summit between China’s President Xi Jinping and Prime 

Minister Narendra Modi, senior officials said the purpose of the second meeting of its kind, 

following the Wuhan summit, was for the leaders to show that they are “getting down to 

business”. Cutting through much of the pomp and show at Mamallapuram, the leaders 

ensured just that — by putting “business” first. In a decision taken after their talks, the 

leaders established a “High-Level Economic and Trade Dialogue mechanism” between the 

Finance Ministers with the three-pronged objective of enhancing trade volumes, bridging 

the massive bilateral trade deficit, and increasing mutual investment in sectors agreed 

upon. If the mechanism works, it will not only succeed in taking away one of the major 

irritants in ties but also allow influential stakeholders in the business communities of both 

countries to promote ties as well as help New Delhi and Beijing work more closely on the 

multilateral stage. A key test of the bonhomie and trust-building will be seen towards the 

month-end when the two leaders attend the ASEAN-led summit in Bangkok that is due to 

announce the conclusion of the 16-nation free trade Regional Comprehensive Economic 

Partnership agreement. India has been reluctant to join it thus far, mostly because of 

concerns over China’s predatory trade policies. Among the key takeaways from the Chennai 

summit, which added the “Chennai Connect” to the “Wuhan Spirit”, was the decision to 

mark the 70th anniversary, in 2020, of the establishment of India-China relations. The 

others were to nudge the Special Representatives on the boundary issues to meet soon to 

add more confidence building measures, to cooperate on fighting terror, and to continue 
the “informal summit” series, with Mr. Modi attending the next meeting in China next year. 

Above all, the leaders decided, as they had in Wuhan, that they would “prudently manage” 

differences and not allow “differences to become disputes” or as Mr. Xi put it, “dilute 

cooperation”. This is easier said than done as many of the bilateral disputes appear to have 

an external factor. India often sees China through the prism of its ties with Pakistan, while 

China looks constantly for an American role in Indian actions. Both the China-Pakistan 

Economic Corridor and the U.S.-India joint Indo-Pacific vision have further derailed 

bilateral trust. It is thus necessary to remove the worry of “third parties” from the room if 

New Delhi and Beijing are to move beyond laying the foundations of engagement and 

building atmospherics to actually resolving the serious issues they have in territorial, 

economic and strategic areas. Only when they see each other as independent and 

autonomous decision-makers will the leaders realise their vision of an Asian century where 

the “elephant and dragon” learn to dance. 

 

Big bank theory: On Public Sector Bank mergers 

For its sheer magnitude, the scale and the ability to disrupt the status quo, the mega bank 

mergers announced by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on Friday must go down as 

the most significant the banking industry has seen in the five decades since nationalisation. 

The bottomline is clear: to create banks of global level that can leverage economies of scale 
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and balance sheet size to serve the needs of a $5-trillion economy by 2025. The jury is, of 

course, out on whether this strategy will succeed. Mergers are driven by synergies — in 

products, costs, business, geographies or technology and the most important, cost 

synergies. While there may be some geographical synergies between the banks being 

merged, unless they realise cost synergies through branch and staff rationalisation, the 

mergers may not mean much to them or to the economy. This is where the government’s 

strategy will be tested. It is no secret that public sector banks are overstaffed. There is also 

bound to be overlap in branch networks such as in the Canara-Syndicate Bank merger, 

especially in Karnataka and a couple of other southern States. Ditto with Punjab National 

Bank and Oriental Bank of Commerce, both of which have strong networks in the north and 

the west. The success of these mergers, therefore, will hinge on how well these banks 

handle the sensitive issue of staff rationalisation. The All India Bank Employees Association 
has already raised the red flag. 

It was the Narasimham Committee in the late 1990s that recommended consolidation 

through a process of merging strong banks. The issue has been the proverbial bee in the 

bonnet of successive governments since then. What the committee also recommended was 

shutting down the weaker banks and not merging them with the strong ones as is being 

done now. But this is obviously not an option politically even for a government with a brute 

majority in Parliament. The biggest plus of the mergers is that they will create banks of 

scale — there are too many banks in India with sizes that are minuscule by global 

standards with their growth constricted by their inability to expand. Yet, this advantage of 

scale cannot be leveraged without adequate reforms in governance and management of 

these banks. To be sure, Ms. Sitharaman did announce a few measures to make 

managements better accountable to the board. But the key reforms to be made are at the 

board level, including in appointments, especially of government nominees. These are often 

political appointees, with little exposure to banking. Surely, such practices need to be 

curbed as the definition of global banks is not just about size but also professionalism in 

governance. The government will also have to manage the fallout of unleashing four 

mergers simultaneously which is bound to cause upheaval in the industry. Would it have 

been better if these mergers had been done one by one? The future will colour the past. 

So close, yet so far: On Chandrayaan 2 lander failure 

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) came tantalisingly close to creating history 

in the early hours of September 7 when the robotic lander Vikram followed the 

predetermined descent trajectory and came just within 2 km of the lunar surface before 

contact was lost. While it is unfortunate that the lander failed to safely touchdown, it is apt 

to remember that ISRO was attempting powered landing for the first time. To put it in 

perspective, there have been 38 attempts so far by other countries to land a rover on the 

moon and have succeeded only a little more than half the time. This April, Israel’s 

Beresheet lunar lander crashed to the lunar surface. But early January this year, China’s 
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Chang’e-4 touched down on the lunar far side and deployed the Yutu-2 rover to explore the 

South Pole-Aitken basin. In Vikram, the velocity was successfully reduced from about 6,000 

km per hour at the start of the descent at 35 km altitude to a few metres per second before 

communication snapped. That strongly indicates that powered landing went as per plan till 

about 2 km altitude from the lunar surface. 

While the powered landing of Vikram and exploration of the moon’s surface for 14 earth 

days by the Pragyan rover were one of the main objectives of Chandrayaan 2, it is wrong to 

think that the mission itself has failed. On the contrary, 90-95% of the mission objectives 

have already been “accomplished”. The orbiter is safe in the intended orbit around the 

moon. And with the “precise launch and mission management”, its life span will extend to 

almost seven years. Carrying eight of the 13 payloads, the orbiter will spend the next nearly 

seven years making high-resolution maps of the lunar surface, mapping the minerals, 

understanding the moon’s evolution, and most importantly looking for water molecules in 

the polar regions. Some of the impact craters in the South Pole are permanently shadowed 

from sunlight and could be ideal candidate sites to harbour water. Water on the moon 

would, in principle, be used for life support and manufacturing rocket fuel. With the U.S. 

wanting to send astronauts to the South Pole by 2024, the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), in particular, will be keen on data from the Chandrayaan 2 orbiter. 

The ISRO’s Moon Impact Probe and NASA’s Moon Mineralogy Mapper on board 

Chandrayaan 1 had already provided evidence of the presence of water in the thin 

atmosphere of the moon, on the surface and below. A NASA study last year found regions, 

within 20° of each pole in general and within 10° in particular, showed signs of water. The 

Chandrayaan 2 orbiter will now possibly reconfirm the presence of water on the moon. 

Futile fines: On traffic violation penalties 

The steep penalties for violation of road rules that came into force on September 1 under 

the Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 2019 have produced a backlash, with several State 

governments opting to reduce the quantum of fines, or even to reject the new provisions. 

Gujarat has announced a substantial reduction in the fines, West Bengal has refused to 

adopt the higher penalties, Karnataka and Kerala are studying the prospects to make the 

provisions less stringent, and others are proceeding with caution. Motorists have reacted 

with outrage at the imposition of fines by the police, obviously upset at State governments 

pursuing enforcement without upgrading road infrastructure and making administrative 

arrangements for issue of transport documents. Union Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari 

has reiterated that it is left to the States to choose the quantum of fines, since it is their 

responsibility to bring about deterrence and protect the lives of citizens. Mr. Gadkari’s 

argument is valid, and the intent behind amending the Motor Vehicles Act cannot be 

faulted. After all, India has some of the deadliest roads in the world, and 1,47,913 people 

died in road accidents only during 2017. The question that has arisen is whether enhanced 
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fines can radically change this record when other determinants, beginning with 
administrative reform, remain untouched. 

The core of reform lies in Section 198(A) of the amended law, which requires any 

designated authority, contractor, consultant or concessionaire responsible for design or 

construction or maintenance of the safety standards of the road to meet those laid down by 

the Central government. This provision, which prescribes a penalty for a violation leading 

to death or disability, can be enforced through litigation by road users in all States. Since 

the standards are laid down, compliance should be ensured without waiting for a road 

accident to prove it. Until infrastructure meets legal requirements, fines and enforcement 

action are naturally liable to be challenged in courts; the condition of roads, traffic signals, 

signage and cautionary markings which affect motorists, cyclists and pedestrians, would all 

fall within its ambit. State governments also cannot escape responsibility for failing to 

reform their Regional Transport Authorities, since these offices are generally steeped in 

corruption. The Transport Ministry could well have made electronic delivery of RTO 

services mandatory, something that a lapsed UPA-era Bill promised. It should act on this 

now. Ultimately, ending the culture of impunity that allows government vehicles and VIPs 

to ignore road rules will encourage the average citizen to follow them. Mr. Gadkari should 

lose no time in forming the National Road Safety Board to recommend important changes 

to infrastructure and to enable professional accident investigation. 

On Muslim divorce bill 

Both Houses of Parliament have passed a Bill making instant triple talaq a criminal offence, 

amidst persistent doubts whether it ought to be treated as a crime or just a civil case. It is 

true that the Muslim Women (Protection of Rights on Marriage) Bill, 2019, is a diluted 

version of the Bill as it was originally conceived. Earlier, it did not specify who could set the 

law in motion. Now the offence is cognisable only if the affected wife, or one related to her 

by blood or marriage, files a police complaint. A man arrested under this law may get bail, 

after the Magistrate grants a hearing to the wife. Thirdly, the offence is compoundable, that 

is, the parties may arrive at a compromise. The government says its main objective is to 

give effect to the Supreme Court’s 2017 verdict declaring instant triple talaq illegal. It 

claims that despite the court ruling, several instances have been reported. Making it an 

offence, the government says, will deter further resort to triple talaq, and provide redress 

for women in the form of a subsistence allowance and custody of children, besides getting 

the erring husband arrested. However, the core question regarding the necessity to 
criminalise the practice of talaq-e-biddat has not been convincingly answered. 

In the light of the Supreme Court ruling on its validity, there is really no need to declare 

instant triple talaq a criminal offence. The practice has no approval in Islamic tenets, and is 

indeed considered abhorrent. Secondly, once it has been declared illegal, pronouncing talaq 

obviously does not have the effect of “instantaneous and irrevocable divorce” as this Bill 

claims in its definition of ‘talaq’. The provisions that allow a woman to claim a subsistence 
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allowance from the man and seek custody of her children can be implemented in the event 

of the husband abandoning her, even without the man’s arrest. If triple talaq, in any form, is 

void, how the questions of children’s custody and subsistence allowance arise while the 

marriage subsists, is not clear. And then, there is the practical question of how a man can 

provide a subsistence allowance while he is imprisoned. It has been argued by the Bill’s 

proponents that dowry harassment and cruelty towards wives are treated as criminal 

offences even while the marriage subsists. It is a patently wrong comparison, as those acts 

involve violence and cruelty and are rightly treated as criminal offences. The same cannot 

be said of a man invoking a prohibited form of divorce. The BJP projects the passage of the 

Bill as a historic milestone in the quest for gender justice. Such a claim will be valid only if 

there is a non-sectarian law that addresses abandonment and desertion of spouses as a 

common problem instead of focusing on a practice, which is no more legally valid, among 
Muslims. 

On Assam NRC 

With the Supreme Court-led process of updating the National Register of Citizens in Assam 

nearing its deadline of July 31, the complexities involved in the gargantuan exercise have 

dawned upon the executive. Both the Central and State governments have sought an 

extension. But it remains to be seen whether the Court, which has insisted on sticking to 

the timelines, would relent when it hears the matter on July 23. The first draft NRC 

published on the intervening night of December 31 and January 1, 2018 had the names of 

19 million people out of the total 32.9 million who had applied for inclusion as citizens. The 

second draft NRC, published on July 30 last, upped it to 28.9 million but left out four million 

found ineligible. Around 3.6 million of them subsequently filed citizenship claims. An 

“additional exclusion list” was issued last month containing 1,02,463 names included 

earlier in the draft list. In anticipation of millions being ultimately left out, the Assam 

government is moving to set up 200 Foreigners’ Tribunals to handle cases of people to be 

excluded from the final NRC, as part of a larger plan to establish 1,000 such tribunals. The 

State government is also preparing to construct 10 more detention centres; six are now 

running out of district jails. 

A humanitarian crisis awaits Assam whether the final NRC is published on July 31 or after. 

In the run-up to the final publication, case after case has emerged of persons wrongfully left 

out of the list. The process has left no group out of its sweep, be it Marwaris or Biharis from 

elsewhere in the country, people tracing their antecedents to other Northeastern states, 

people of Nepali origin, and caste Hindu Assamese. The prime targets of this exercise, 

however, are Hindu Bengalis and Bengali-origin Muslims of Assam — more than 80% of 

the 4.1 million people named in the two lists belong to these two groups. Yet, the rationale 

of the Centre and State in seeking a deadline extension, as found in their submissions in the 

Supreme Court, betrays an exclusionary bias. The joint plea sought time to conduct a 20% 

sample reverification process in districts bordering Bangladesh and 10% in the rest of the 
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State to quell a “growing perception” that lakhs of illegal immigrants may have slipped into 

the list. This, despite the State NRC Coordinator’s reports to the apex court suggesting that 

up to 27% of names have been reverified during the process of disposal of claims. It hasn’t 

helped that the Central government keeps holding out the prospect of unleashing a 

nationwide NRC to detect and deport illegal aliens, when it has no index to base such an 

exercise on — the 1951 register was exclusive to Assam. The accent should be on inclusion, 

not exclusion. The wheels of justice cannot pander to the suspicions of a vocal majority 
without giving the excluded access to due process. 

Sentiment booster: On govt response to slowdown 

For an economy that is downbeat in growth and in sentiment, the comprehensive package 

of measures announced by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman on 23 August may just be 

the right boost. They address growth slowdown concerns; free up funds for investment and 

spending by banks, housing finance companies and MSMEs; and importantly, undo some 

controversial proposals, in the budget and outside it, which were affecting sentiment in the 

markets and the corporate sector. And, importantly, these have all been done without any 

significant financial burden on the government. Some of the measures promote the ease of 

doing business and even the ease of living for ordinary citizens. The auto sector’s biggest 

demand — that of reduction in GST rate — may not have been conceded, but Ms. 

Sitharaman has given the sector enough to cheer about. The accelerated depreciation of 

15% (in addition to the existing 15%) for all vehicles acquired till March 31, 2020 and the 

deferment of the proposed increase in registration fee for new vehicles to June 2020 are 

positive measures that will boost sentiment and, it is to be hoped, translate into demand. As 

the festive season sets in, banks will have more space to increase their lending consequent 

to the upfront funding of ₹70,000 crore (announced in the budget) that they will get from 

the government towards recapitalisation. This, together with the strong push for repo rate 

linked loan products, is likely to benefit consumers borrowing to buy new homes, vehicles 
and durables. 

The roll-back of the capital gains tax imposed in the budget on foreign portfolio investors, 

the withdrawal of angel tax on start-ups and the promise that non-compliance with 

corporate social responsibility (CSR) norms will be decriminalised show a government that 

is willing to listen to feedback from the ground. Much of the mayhem in the markets could 

have been avoided though if only the Finance Minister had acted earlier on the negative 

feedback to the FPI tax proposal. Some of the smaller steps can go a long way. Expediting 

delayed payments by government departments and public sector units is alone expected to 

release a massive ₹60,000 crore into the economy. The assurance that all pending GST 

refunds to MSMEs will be paid within 30 days and going forward such refunds will be made 

within 60 days is a great relief for the sector. This will ease the cash flows of MSMEs who 

often work with stretched finances. The most significant takeaway though from Ms. 

Sitharaman’s announcements is the fact that the government is no longer scared of the suit-
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boot ki sarkar jibe. She declared upfront that the government respects “wealth creators” 

and the measures are aimed at helping them. Will these measures put GDP growth back on 

the rails? Will they restore the jobs lost in the last few months? The answers to these are in 

the hands of the wealth creators now. The government did what it could; it is now up to 

India Inc to take the ball and run. 

On Amazon's rainforest fire 

The Amazon rainforest, the largest of its kind in the world, is ablaze, with over 9,500 

distinct fires burning through its main basin since August 15. Overall, Brazil has seen more 

than 76,000 fires ravage the Amazon in 2019, of which around 10,000 have been started in 

the past few weeks, mainly by loggers and farmers seeking, as they do during the summer 

months, to clear vast tracts for agricultural or industrial use. However, this annual exercise 

of planned deforestation appears to have crossed a tipping point this year. There has been 

an increase of at least 80% in the number of recorded fires compared to the same period in 

2018, according to Brazil’s National Institute for Space Research (INPE). This week, images 

of darkening skies above Sao Paulo, more than 2,700 km away from the fires, went viral. 

The number and intensity of the fires are closely linked to the rate of deforestation. Some 

reports estimate that in July 2019, the Amazon shrunk by 1,345 sq km, up 39% from the 

same month last year, and a historical record. The flames are not confined just to Brazil 

either. In neighbouring Bolivia, deadly blazes are devastating forests and farmlands, so 

much so, that its President, Evo Morales, has put his re-election campaign on hold over the 

weekend, and, unlike his Brazilian counterpart Jair Bolsonaro, was quick to welcome 
foreign aid to help fight the fires. 

The distinctly political undertones of the crisis in Brazil sets it apart. Mr. Bolsonaro’s critics 

say that his economic and environmental policies have virtually set the stage for 

intensifying degradation of the Amazon’s rich biodiversity. They argue that since he came 

to power this year, he has chipped away at the protections that the rainforest enjoyed, 

including by weakening the environment ministry when he made Ricardo Salles, found 

guilty of administrative improprieties for altering a map to benefit mining companies, the 

Environment Minister; by driving away Norway and Germany, principal donors who have 

backed protections for the Amazon; by sacking the head INPE over absurd allegations that 

he was disclosing how rapidly Amazon deforestation was happening; and by attacking both 

environmental charities, alleging without proof that they started fires to serve certain 

foreign interests, and indigenous Amazon dwellers. Under intense global pressure, 

including from the ongoing G-7 meetings of world leaders, Mr. Bolsonaro, a right-wing 

climate-change sceptic, appears to have relented to an extent, and has authorised 44,000 

military troops to help with the firefighting efforts. Even if they succeed, and the Bolsonaro 

administration ultimately bends to global outrage over the destruction of a critical global 

ecosystem, the discernible shift in Brazilian public institutions responsible for guarding the 

future of the Amazon rainforest is a worrying sign of worse things to come. 
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Where is it located? 

In South America, across nine countries. The majority of the forest is located within the 

Brazilian boarders, followed by Peru and Colombia, with minor amounts in Venezuela, 
Ecuador, Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname and French Guiana. 

Where are the Amazon fires happening? 

Started in the Amazonian rainforests, the fires have impacted populated areas in the north, 

such as the states of Rondônia and Acre, blocking sunlight and enveloping the region in 
smoke. 

Brazil’s National Institute for Space Research (INPE) has reported that forest fires in the 

region have doubled since 2013, and increased by 84% compared to the same period last 

year. This year alone there have been 72,843 fires, it said, and more than 9,500 of those 

have happened over the past few days. 

What is the Amazon rain forest? 

The amazon rain forest is the world’s largest tropical rainforest, famous for a massive 

biodiversity of animals, plant life and insects. It’s intersected by literally over a thousand 

rivers, including the largest river in the world, the Amazon River. 

What exactly is happening in the Amazon? 

Allegedly humans are setting deliberate fires to the Amazon Rainforest. Paulo Moutinho, 

co-founder of the Amazon Environmental Research Institute, said this week, “It is very 

difficult to have natural fires in the Amazon. It happens but the majority come from the 

hand of humans." 

President Bolsonaro’s anti-environment rhetoric has emboldened farmers. The local 

farmers had set fire to sections of the rainforest a few days ago to get the government’s 

attention. 

“We need to show the President that we want to work and the only way is to knock it down. 

And to form and clear our pastures, it is with fire,” Folha do Progresso quoted one farmer 

as saying. 

The Amazon fires are so large that they are visible from space. NASA released images on 

August 11 showing the spread of fires and reported that its satellites had detected 

heightened fire activity in July and August. 

Who is responsible? 

Technically, because Brazil is home to the largest portion of the forest, it’s mainly up to 

them to acknowledge and fix the problem. 
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Brazillian President Jair Bolsonaro took office on January 1. One of his campaign promises 

to loosen protections for indigenous lands and nature reserves, so that more businesses 

can use the land and help the struggling economy with major agricultural and mining 
sectors. 

He has also expressed a desire to protect the environment, “but without creating difficulties 
for our progress.” 

Bolsonaro has also feuded with non-governmental groups and foreign governments, 

including Germany and France, which have demanded Brazil do more to protect the 

Amazon. Bolsonaro calls it “meddling by people who should improve the environment in 

their own countries”. This week he even suggested, without evidence, that a non-

governmental organisation or activists could be setting fires to make him look bad. 

What can I do as a normal person? 

The most important actions are political and collective. But here in the UAE, you can donate 

to organisations that support the forest including Amazon Watch, WWF, Greenpeace, 

Imazon, International Rivers and Friends of the Earth. 

As a consumer, think twice before buying Brazilian beef or other products unless certified 
by groups such as Rainforest Alliance. 

Why Amazon forest need for world  

Jonathan Foley, the former director of the California Academy of Sciences and founder of 

Project Drawdown, a research group focusing on climate change, tweeted that he estimates 

it’s only possible for the Amazon itself to produce 6 per cent of the world’s oxygen. So 

although the burning of the rainforest is worrying for many reasons, there is no need to 

worry about an oxygen shortage. 

Solution  

At a time when the world needs billions more trees to absorb the carbon that we continue 

to emit on a daily basis, the planet is losing its biggest rainforest. 

What is P Chidambaram's role in INX Media 

case? 

 

What is INX Media case? 

INX Media, founded by media entrepreneurs Indrani Mukherjea along with husband Peter 

Mukherjea, was allegedly helped by P Chidambaram in violating foreign investment laws. 
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While INX Media had permission to source foreign investments to the tune of Rs 4.62 crore, 
it allegedly received funds worth Rs 305 crore. 

When the FIU found anomalies in the FIPB clearances and amount received by INX Media, 

the investigation was handed over to the Enforcement Directorate (ED). The ED conducted 

an investigation and found traces of corruption, following which the matter was referred to 
CBI. 

The CBI registered an FIR in the case on May 2017 and ED also lodged a separate case of 

money laundering. In its FIR, CBI highlighted irregularities in the FIPB clearance granted to 
INX Media in 2007. 

In March 2007, INX Media had approached the finance ministry for issuance of 14.98 lakh 

equity shares and 31.22 lakh convertible non-cumulative redeemable preference shares. 

The shares were to be transferred to three non-resident companies under the FDI route. 

The FIPB, however, did not approve the downstream investment of the foreign fund in INX 

Media's subsidiary, INX News Private Limited. 

The fact that it received Rs 305 crore instead of the approved Rs 4.62 crore was in violation 

of FIPB rules and regulations. Its downstream investment in the subsidiary was also in 

violation of FIPB rules. 

Charges against P Chidambaram 

P Chidambaram is being probed for allegedly helping INX Media get illegal Foreign 

Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) clearances for funds amounting to Rs 305 crore. This 
happened when P Chidambaram was finance minister in the UPA-I government. 

Senior Congress leader P Chidambaram was arrested by the Central Bureau of 

Investigation (CBI) on Wednesday night in connection with the INX Media case. The case 

related to the media company dates back to 2008 when the Financial Intelligence Unit 

(FIU) of the finance ministry found anomalies in money flow from three Mauritius-based 
firms to INX Media Private Limited. 

He was arrested just a day after Delhi High Court said that the INX Media case was a classic 

case of "money laundering". Chidambaram is being probed for allegedly helping INX Media 

get illegal Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) clearances for funds amounting to 
Rs 

305 crore. This happened when P Chidambaram was finance minister in the UPA-I 

government. 

Corruption allegations 

When the I-T department had initially raised red flags in connection with the anomaly in 

2008, INX Media allegedly sought to escape the mess by offering kickbacks to a firm (Chess 
Management Services) owned by Karti Chidambaram, son of P Chidambaram. 
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The CBI also said that instead of investigating the violations, the FIPB had then suggested 
INX Media apply for fresh approval for foreign funds for downstream investment. 

While the Chidambarams have vociferously denied allegations against them, Indrani 

Mukherjea in 2018 told CBI that a deal of $1 million was struck between Karti 

Chidambaram and the Mukherjeas to secure approval from the FIPB in favour of INX Media. 
In July 2019, 

she agreed to turn approver in the case. After P Chidambaram was arrested by the CBI on 

Wednesday, his son Karti has slammed the Centre and accused it of "settling" political 
scores. 

Govt. creation of CDS post 

The creation of the post of the Chief of the Defence Staff, which Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi announced in his Independence Day address, fulfils a long-felt and consistently 
articulated need to strengthen India’s defence posture. 

Why are Important Now:  It gives legitimate pause to wonder why this has taken so many 

decades. Indeed, Manohar Parrikar, as Defence Minister, had said this was on the cards. Yet, 

two Defence Ministers came and went, Arun Jaitley and Nirmala Sitharaman, and this 

logical step was not taken. Since this is to be a ‘single-point’ advisory position to the 

government, there must have been entrenched opposition to this becoming reality. 

Ultimately the decision must have been thrust centre stage by the current strategic 

environment. What was always desirable became an urgent necessity. Pulwama and 

Balakot, the repeated offers for mediation in Kashmir by the U.S. President, the imminent 

pull-out of American troops from Afghanistan, which would leave Pakistan and its proxies 

the dominant players on the ground with a strong chance of blowback into Kashmir, as well 

as the abrogation of Articles 370 and 35A, are factors that have come together to confer 

urgency to taking this step. The forces will no doubt have to be on a heightened sense of 

alert and in a seamless state of coordination to meet the challenges. 

 

Who is the Chief of Defence Staff?- The Chief of Defence Staff is the highest-ranked officer 
of the country’s armed forces. The CDS advises the government on matters related to all 
three services - Army, Navy and Air Force. The CDS is also the head of the three services 
and is a five-star military officer. The CDS effectively coordinates among the three services 
during the war, emergency situations or something crucial. The Chief of Defence Staff also 
works as military adviser to the PM on nuclear issues. 
 

How Army work without CDS?- The most senior officer of all three military chiefs 

functions as the Chairman of Chiefs of Staff Committee (COSC). The incumbent Air Chief 

Marshal (ACM) B.S. Dhanoa took over as the Chairman COSC on May 31 from outgoing Navy 
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Chief Adm Sunil Lanba. Army Chief Gen Bipin Rawat will take over as the Chairman of COSC 
on September 30 this year following the retirement of ACM Dhanoa . 

Is this proposal new?- The proposal for a CDS has been there for two decades. It was first 

made by the K. Subrahmanyam committee appointed after the Kargil conflict of 1999 to 

recommend higher military reforms. However, lack of consensus and apprehensions 
among services meant it never moved forward. 

In 2012, the Naresh Chandra committee recommended the appointment of a Permanent 

Chairman of Chiefs of Staff Committee (COSC) as a midway to allay apprehensions over the 
CDS. 

The CDS is also one of the 99 recommendations made by the Lt General D.B. Shekatkar 

(retd) Committee which submitted its report in December 2016 which had 34 

recommendations pertaining to the tri-services. 

How do other countries work?- All major countries, especially the nuclear weapon states, 

have a CDS. The U.K. from which the Indian armed forces and the Defence Ministry are 

modelled on has a Permanent Secretary, equivalent to the Defence Secretary, and also a 
CDS. 

The U.K. Government guidelines state that the CDS is the professional head of the British 

armed forces and, as military strategic commander, is responsible for how operations are 

carried out. He is also the most senior military adviser to the Secretary of State for Defence 

and the Prime Minister. 

The Permanent Secretary is the government's principal civilian adviser on Defence, has 

primary responsibility for policy, finance and planning, and is also the Departmental 
Accounting Officer. 

Article 370 and 35a removed 

Union Home Minister Amit Shah on 7august proposed to scrap Article 370 of the 

Constitution which gives special status to Jammu and Kashmir and said the state will be 

split into two Union Territories: Jammu and Kashmir with an Assembly and Ladakh 

without one. 

With this reform, India now has 28 states and 9 union territories. 

 

Article 370 

History 
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In October 1947, the then-Maharaja Hari Singh of Kashmir signed the ‘Instrument of 
Accession’, which specified three subjects on which Jammu and Kashmir would transfer its 
powers to the government of India: 1. Foreign affairs, 2. Defence and 3. Communications. In 
March 1948, the Maharaja appointed an interim government in the state, with Sheikh 
Abdullah as the prime minister. In July 1949, Sheikh Abdullah and three other colleagues 
joined the Indian Constituent Assembly and negotiated the special status of J&K, leading to 
the adoption of Article 370. The controversial provision was drafted by Sheikh Abdullah. 

What are the provisions of Article 370? 

Parliament needs the Jammu & Kashmir government's nod for applying laws in the state — 
except defence, foreign affairs, finance, and communications. 

The law of citizenship, ownership of property, and fundamental rights of the residents of 
Jammu & Kashmir is different from the residents living in rest of India. Under Article 370, 
citizens from other states cannot buy property in Jammu & Kashmir. Under Article 370, the 
Centre has no power to declare financial emergency. 

It is important to note Article 370(1)(c) explicitly mentions that Article 1 of the Indian 
Constitution applies to Kashmir through Article 370. Article 1 lists the states of the Union. 
This means that it is Article 370 that binds the state of J&K to the Indian Union. Removing 
Article 370, which can be done by a Presidential Order, would therefore make the state 
independent of India. 

Temporary provision or not? 

A petition filed by Kumari Vijayalakshmi Jha challenged the validity of Article 370 against 
the Delhi High Court's April 11, 2017 order. The petition had said that the continuance of 
the temporary provision of Article 370 even after dissolution of Constituent Assembly of 
J&K, and that of J&K Constitution, which has never got the assent of the President of India 
or Parliament or the government of India, "amounts to fraud on the basic structure of our 
Constitution". 

Article 35A 

What is it? 

Article 35A gives the Jammu & Kashmir Legislature full discretionary power to decide who 
the 'permanent residents' of the state are. It gives them special rights and privileges 
regarding employment with the state government, acquisition of property in the state, 
settling in the state, and the right to scholarships and other forms of aid that the state 
government provides. It also allows the state legislature to impose any restrictions upon 
persons other than the permanent residents regarding the above. 
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To guarantee these special rights and privileges, the Article says no act of the state 
legislature that comes under it can be challenged for violating the Constitution or any other 
laws. 

What will happen if Article 35A is repealed? 

Repealment of Article 35A by the Supreme Court of India or by the government will have 
some far-reaching implications. Before Article 35A was introduced to the Constitution of 
India, the Governor and the Chief Minister of Jammu and Kashmir were addressed as the 
Sadr-e-Riyasat (President) and Wazir-e-Azam (Prime Minister). There's a possibility that if 
Article 35A is repealed, it would lead J&K back to the same arrangement. 

The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and the Election Commission of India would also be 
curtailed. The legal control of the Centre over Jammu and Kashmir would be limited only to 
the matters of Defence, External Affairs and Communication. 

Which parties are against the removal of Articles 35A and 370 

All Kashmir valley based parties, including the National Conference (NC), Peoples 
Democratic Party (PDP), Jammu and Kashmir People's Movement (J&KPM) and others are 
opposed to any tinkering with Articles 35A and 370 that give a special status to J&K. The 
Congress party also wants these articles to be protected. Congress leaders maintain that 
senior leaders of the party, including late Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru had 
painstakingly worked out J&K's relationship with India through promises made in these 
articles. Former Jammu and Kashmir chief minister Mehbooba Mufti has warned the Centre 
against the revocation of Article 35A, saying any tinkering with the constitutional provision 
would be akin to setting a powder keg on fire. Mufti asked her party workers to get ready 
for a big fight for the protection of Article 35A, which gives special rights and privileges to 
the state's permanent residents. 

"We want to tell the central government that tinkering with Article 35A will be akin to 
setting a powder keg on fire," the PDP president said. "If any hand tries to touch Article 
35A, not only that hand, but that whole body will be burnt to ashes." 

Mufti said they would fight till death any attempt to tinker with the state's special status. 

Who wants Articles 35A and 370 removed? 

Among the centrist mainstream parties, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) stands for 
abrogation of these articles arguing they are roadblocks not only to the integration of the 
state with the rest of the country but also in the development of J&K. 

Article 370 protected the state's demographic character 
Kashmir is India's only Muslim majority state. "GOIs intention is clear & sinister. They want 
to change demography of the only Muslim majority state in India, disempower Muslims to 
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the extent where they become second class citizens in their own state," Mufti tweeted 
earlier on Monday. She went as far as to call the abrogation "another partition along 
communal lines". But that is a sentiment echoed by many in the state - the abrogation of 
Article 370, and by extension Article 35A, is seen to open the floodgates so as to speak, 
enabling Hindus from other parts of India to migrate to the state and thus engineer a 
demographic transformation. 
Legislative powers 
J&K Assembly will no longer be in a position to clear any significant bills within the state - 
the balance of power will shift in favour of the Union government. Significantly, in the 
absence of an elected government in the state the presidential order reportedly states that 
the state's governor shall exercise the powers of the elected government. 
Preferential employment opportunities 
Under Article 35A no outsider could bag a government job. Companies in the state were 
even forced to hire only locals. The revoking of this rule intends to level the playing field. In 
a blog post in March, BJP stalwart and former Finance Minister Arun Jaitley had claimed 
that Article 35A crippled J&K's ability to raise financial resources - despite not having 
enough of it - and denied its people a booming economy, economic activity and jobs. "No 
investor is willing to set up an industry, hotel, private educational institutions or private 
hospitals since he can neither buy land or property nor can his executives do so.  Their 
ward cannot get government jobs or admission to colleges.  Today, there are no major 
national or international chains which have set up hotel in a tourism-centric State. This 
prevents enrichment, resource generation and job creation," he penned. 
Right to protect its state borders 
J&K's special status had thus far shielded it from the applicability of Article 3, which 
provides for re-drawing state boundaries or the creation of a new state. The bifurcation of 
the state of Jammu and Kashmir into two Union Territories (UTs) - Ladakh and J&K - is 
hence pinned to the abrogation of Article 370. "Keeping in view the prevailing internal 
security situation, fuelled by cross border terrorism in the existing state of Jammu and 
Kashmir, a separate Union Territory for Jammu and Kashmir is being created. The Union 
Territory of Jammu and Kashmir will be with legislature," Shah announced in Rajya Sabha. 
He added that this has been a long pending demand of people of Ladakh. 
Of course, there are some Kashmiris who are celebrating the government's decision. The 
Article, also referred to as the Permanent Residents Law, had thus far barred a woman 
(belonging to the state) from any property rights if she marries a person from outside the 
state. The provision also extended to the children of such women as they do not have any 
succession rights over the property. The revoking of Article 370 ends the age-old 
discrimination against women of J&K who chose to marry outsiders. 

 

Aadhaar-social media linking 
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The Supreme Court on August 20, 2019 stressed on the need to find a balance between the 
right to online privacy and the right of the state to trace originators of messages that are 
fake, defamatory or aim to spread panic. 

The Supreme Court bench comprising Justices Deepak Gupta and Aniruddha Ghose 
expressed concern over the dangers of the dark web. The bench’s observations came in 
response to the submissions made by Attorney General KK Venugopal appearing on behalf 
of the Tamil Nadu Government about the need to link user profiles on social media 
platforms with the Aadhaar database. 

The Tamil Nadu Government had told the Supreme Court on Monday that the user profiles 
on social media need to be linked with Aadhaar to keep a check on the circulation of fake, 
defamatory and pornographic content as well as anti-national and terror material. 

However, social media platforms, particularly Facebook have been resisting Aadhaar 
linking, stating that sharing of 12-digit Aadhaar number would violate the privacy policy of 
users. The facebook-owned messaging platform, WhatsApp will be one of the worst-hit if 
the Aadhaar-social media linkage is approved by the court, as the messaging platform is 
known to be a space for private conversations online. 

 

How did Aadhaar-social media linking case originate? 
The original PILs seeking Aadhaar-social media interlinking were filed by private citizens 
Antony Clement Rubin and Janani Krishnamurthy for authentication of identity. Both the 
petitioners sought Aadhaar linking to social media profiles due to rising instances of 
cyberbullying, spreading of defamatory and humiliating messages and other intolerable 
activities on social media. The cases were registered in the Madras High Court. 

What is the Tamil Nadu Government’s take on the case? 
Attorney General KK Venugopal appearing on behalf of the Tamil Nadu government stated 
in the Supreme Court that Aadhaar-social media linking is needed to keep a check on fake 
news and defamatory, anti-national and terror-sponsoring articles or content and 
pornographic material on social media. Venugopal also referred to the Blue Whale game, 
which had reportedly claimed the lives of several children in India. The game was declared 
as a hoax by the central government and the Kerala Cyber Police. 

Why is Facebook resisting Aadhaar-social media linking? 
Facebook has been resisting the move of linking user profiles with Aadhaar, as the social 
media platform feels that it would violate the privacy policy of users. Facebook also stated 
that it cannot share the 12-digit unique Aadhaar number as the content on its instant 
messaging app, Whatsapp is end-to-end encrypted and even they do not have access to it. 
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Why is Facebook seeking transfer of cases demanding Aadhaar-social media linking 
to the Supreme Court? 
Facebook sought transfer of four petitions, two in Madras High Court and one each in the 
Bombay and the Madhya Pradesh High Courts on Aadhaar-social media linking to the 
Supreme Court stating that all the pending cases raise the same issue and that it was 
difficult for it to defend itself before high courts across the country. Facebook stated that 
transfer of all the cases to the apex court would be in the interest of justice, given the fact 
that the different High Courts have given conflicting observations in the case. The social 
media platform stated that avoiding conflicting decisions in the matter is necessary to 
ensure that users across India are given equal privacy protection. 

What happens if certain courts rule in favour of Aadhaar-social media linking and 
others don’t? 
The conflicting decisions by the four courts could lead to a situation where the social media 
platforms, which operate uniformly across India, will be ordered to link Aadhaar with user 
profiles in certain Indian states and not others. 

What happens if user profiles on social media platforms are linked with their 
Aadhaar number? 
The linking of user profiles on social media with Aadhaar would make every message and 
post by the user traceable. Though the move will serve as a deterrent to social media 
instigators and perpetrators of defamatory and fake posts, it would also violate the privacy 
of the users, keeping a record of each message along with the registered mobile number or 
email account. This would mean the end of private communications. The privacy experts 
fear that the linking would allow India’s nationalist government to force social media 
platforms to become surveillance tools. 

What will happen to those who don’t have Aadhaar or who don’t link Aadhaar to 
their social media profiles? 
It is unclear as of now of what will happen to those who don’t link their social media 
accounts to their 12-digit Aadhaar number. Will their accounts be deleted or blocked? It is 
also unclear what action will be taken against parody accounts of users. Users also have 
concerns that if a tweet they did years ago suddenly goes viral out of context then will all 
the people who shared it also get investigated or punished or will their accounts be 
deactivated? 

 

Hong Kong protests against extradition law 

 

What is happening in Hong Kong? 
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Protests have gripped Hong Kong since June 2019, sparked by highly controversial 
legislation to extradite those convicted of crimes to mainland China  and Taiwan. 

Weeks of demonstrations started on Sunday, June 9, when a procession of people almost 
two miles long marched for seven hours through central Hong Kong. 

In August 2019 operations at Hong Kong airport were suspended for two days after 

protesters occupied terminal buildings. 

13th saw the fifth consecutive day of sit-ins at the airport, with protesters demanding 
greater democratic freedoms and opposing Chinese influence in the territory. 

 

What are people protesting about? 

That bill has been shelved for now - but the protests have mushroomed into a broader 

backlash against the government amid fears of the growing control of China's Communist 
party. 

Hong Kong, a former British colony in south eastern China, has long enjoyed a special 

status under the principal "one country, two systems". The Basic Law dictates that Hong 

Kong will retain its common law and capitalist system for 50 years after the handover in 

1997. 

But there are fears China is extending its influence over Hong Kong long before this 
deadline. 

Protesters see the move to try Hong Kong citizens under Chinese law as deeply problematic 
- in 2015, 99.9 per cent of those accused in China's courts were convicted. 

But there are other issues at stake too. 

Protesters also believe their leader should be elected in a more democratic way that 
reflects the preference of the voters. 

The chief executive, Carrie Lam, is currently elected by a 1,200-member election committee 

- a mostly pro-Beijing body chosen by just six per cent of eligible voters. 

 

Who is protesting? 

A huge cross-section of society including lawyers, journalists, activists and business figures 

have joined in widespread protests across the region. 

Activists say they won't stop until their main demands are met. 

These include the resignation of the Hong Kong's leader, Carrie Lam, an amnesty for those 

arrested and a permanent withdrawal of the bill. 
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On August 9, 2019, anti-government protesters dressed in black descended on Hong Kong's 

airport to draw international awareness to the movement - the first of three days of 

unauthorised rallies in the Chinese territory. 

They were seen waving banners in different languages denouncing Carrie Lam and the 

police. 

 

How is the Chinese government reacting to the protest? 

Beijing has reacted furiously to the protests, warning those involved not to "play with fire". 

China's military released a threatening video showing them conducting anti-riot drills. 

The footage - believed to have been filmed in the region - shows armed troops descending 
from helicopters and shooting their way through the streets and into people's homes. 

Chinese police and soldiers have been seen training with “giant forks” as Hong Kong braces 

itself for another weekend of protests across the city. 

Security forces were spotted carrying out crowd control exercises with the terrifying 
weapons at the Shenzhen Bay Sports Centre just 4.5 miles from the border with Hong Kong. 

In a press briefing on August 6, a spokesman for the Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office of 
the State Council issued China's firmest rebuke yet. 

It said the months-long "radical protests" had negatively impacted Hong Kong's "prosperity 

and stability, pushing it into a dangerous abyss". 

Who is Carrie Lam and how have Hong Kong's government reacted to the protest? 

Carrie Lam, 62, is Hong Kong's Chief Executive - the state's most senior politician. 

Lam suspended the bill a month after the demonstrations started - however she did not 

fully withdraw it leading to criticism from the protest movement's leaders. 

Speaking on July 9, she said the extradition bill was "dead," adding the government's work 

on the bill had been a "total failure". 

The bill would allow extraditions to any jurisdiction that does not already have a treaty - 
including mainland China and Taiwan. 

 

The government claims the measure would prevent the seven million strong population 
from becoming a magnet for fugitives. 

Facing deafening calls to resign, Ms Lam retreated for a fortnight. 
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On August 5, her first address in two weeks, she warned that Hong Kong was "on the verge 
of a very dangerous situation". 

And she accused activists of using the extradition bill to hide their real goal, which she 
claims is to "destroy Hong Kong". 

Google has shut down 210 channels on YouTube it said were part of a "coordinated” 

attempt to post material about the ongoing protests in Hong Kong. 

The firm said attempts had been made to "disguise the origin of these accounts and other 
activity commonly associated with coordinated influence operations”. 

 

How has the UK and the international community responded? 

 

In July, UK Foreign Secretary Jeremy Hunt, who has since been ousted and replaced by 

Dominic Raab, tweeted that Britain’s “support for Hong Kong and its freedoms is 
unwavering.” 

He said the UK couldn't just "gulp and move on" in response to the ongoing situation in the 

former British territory. 

Hunt warned there would be a diplomatic showdown if the Sino-British declaration on 

Hong Kong was not honoured by Beijing. 

A spokesman said the Beijing government was "extremely dissatisfied" with the way 
Britain had "continuously gesticulated" about Hong Kong. 

The US updated its travel advisory to the territory on Thursday, August 8. 

 

What was the Umbrella movement? 

The Umbrella revolution was a series of sit-in street protests in Hong Kong, running from 

September 26 to December 15, 2014. 

The former British colony had been promised it would be able to elect its leader by 

universal suffrage by 2017 - unlike the system of a "nominating committee" of 1,200, 

formed largely from Beijing elites. 

 

Protests were sparked when in August 2014, Beijing passed a reform framework to 

stipulate universal suffrage as they wanted it. 
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This would mean only two or three committee-vetted candidates who "love the country" 

would be able to run - and proved the final straw for those disillusioned by the thinning 

veneer of democracy. 

Students began striking on September 22, with thousands of residents joining them  as the 

movement ballooned. 

The revolution won its name from the use of umbrellas to defend protesters against police 
pepper spray. 

Despite the mass movement, the protest ended without any political concessions from the 

government, with three of the most prominent activists sentenced to six to eight months' 

imprisonment for unlawful assembly. 

 

Mob Lynching 

What is MoB lynching: Lynching is a premeditated extrajudicial killing by a group. It is 

most often used to characterize informal public executions by a mob in order to punish an 
alleged transgressor, or to intimidate a group. 

Mob lynchings in India: 

Everyone condemns mob lynching deaths, so what is the problem? 

There has already been a spate of opinion pieces in mainstream media over the murder of 

people by mob lynching in India. A common thread which emerges across the Right and the 

Left is that vigilantism and mob lynching should have no place in society. Its presence 

shows an inept law and order situation and prevents society from facing and handling 
other serious issues of development. 

However, going beyond the valid concern of law and order, there is also the dimension of a 

perceived escalation in such mob-violence over the past few years, and its relationship with 

the rise of the Right-wing in power. It has been eloquently pointed out that this recent 

spate of mob lynching indicates state indifference and a majoritarian denial of reality, that 

it is the deliberate persecution of minorities based on hate,  an anti-Muslim feeling buoyed 

by the current Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh-Bharatiya Janata Party dispensation, and 

that a lynching is a majority’s way of telling a minority population that the law cannot 

protect it. This rings out loud in the aftermath of legislations passed on cattle trade and the 

now infamous rise of cow vigilantism in India. 

There are however certain sections within the media who deny such perception any basis 

in reality. They point out to the gruesome history of mob violence and massacres in the 

past, particularly prior to the current central government, to state that lynching is 

essentially a law and order problem. They argue that there is only a “narrative” within a 
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politically biased mainstream media, which seeks to hold the central BJP government and 

the RSS responsible and that a consequence of such “selective condemnation and bigotry”, 

is that it absolves law enforcement and drives away the moderates from the debate. 

The question, therefore, hinges on looking at the trends of such mob violence and lynchings 

in India in the recent past. 

Communal lynchings: A new form of hate crime 

In the absence of any official data on mob violence and lynching, news content could 

certainly serve as an important data sources with regard to such crimes. Some insightful 

characteristics can definitely be discerned by any such content analysis on mob violence. 

The authors of this piece did an exercise searching specifically for ‘mob lynching’ in ‘India’ 
on Google news between 2010 and 2017. 

The exercise is somewhat similar to that by IndiaSpend that uses different key words such 

as ‘cow vigilantes’, ‘gau rakshaks’, ‘beef’, ‘lynching’, ‘cow slaughter’, ‘cattle thieves’, ‘beef 

smuggler’ and ‘cattle trader’.  The results of the IndiaSpend article have not been duplicated 

and can be found here separately. 

The biggest trend that could be observed from our data-set is that of the lynching of 

individuals by a mob acting as an executor of an extrajudicial punishment. It includes the 

lynching of individuals who have been accused of petty crimes, individuals accused of 

murder and rape, and individuals perceived by the mob as deviants. There have also been 

quite a few instances of mob-violence on the basis of race against African and African-

American students and tourists. 

Apart from the incidents considered in our analysis there are three other prominent issues 

which merit an independent investigation and have not been included here as the incident 

count pertaining to them is too large. In addition, cases related to these issues are also 

often not reported. First are lynching deaths based on witch-hunting. These numbers are 

shocking in themselves. One report indicate that 2,097 such murders were committed 

between 2000 and 2012 in at least 12 states. The second type pertains to the historical 

issue of caste violence against Dalits. Caste atrocities often include lynching but are 

generally under-reported. The purpose behind these displays of violence in public is of 

course to intimidate by way of making an example. Curiously, one of the first widely 

reported instances of mob lynching based on bovine issues in recent times was based on a 

rumour of cow slaughter in 2002, where five Dalits from Haryana were lynched by a 

frenzied mob. The third includes lynching incidents which have occurred during riots or 

have been the instigating cause of riots (for instance in Muzzafarnagar as well as in 

Kokrajhar). These incidents are part of communal violence and rioting and must be 

considered separately. 

There is, then, a clear history of mob violence and lynching in India, reflecting a society 

with palpable remnants of pre-modern values -- the barbaric caste system being the most 
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glaring example. This above listing of mob violence seen in conjunction with the data 

released by IndiaSpend (which cover a total of 101 cases), however, shows the creation of 

an entirely new category of violence -– bovine-related mob lynching deaths. This category 

has its own characteristics -- the victims are largely Muslims, the proximate causes often 

based on rumours, built upon the prejudices against a community. It is also revealing that 

the proportion of this type of lynching among all cases of mob violence has increased in the 

last three years. 

Strikingly, the report by IndiaSpend reveals that a blatant 97 per cent of all attacks centred 

on bovine issues between 2010 and 2017 were reported in the last three years. When a 

glaring 61 of a total of 63 such cases are registered after the creation of cow protection 

squads and beef trade restrictions, it definitely signals that an entirely new trend of mob 

violence in India, has gained ground under the current governing dispensation (this 

includes the fact that a majority of the cases have been reported in BJP-governed states). 

 

Construction of a culture of impunity 

Such an argument immediately begets the question, what explains the growing trend of this 

new form of lynching? Is it an expression of a latent communal prejudice, which has always 

been there as a symptom of an incomplete democratic project? Or is it a new sentiment all-

together that has found its origins in the late twentieth century? Any response to this 

question would invite a deeper socio-economic and political analysis. However, we would 

like to make the limited claim that it is the culture of impunity constructed under this new 

RSS-BJP regime that has led to the sudden flourishing of such communal sentiment and the 

associated mob violence. 

Communal polarisation has historically been one of the most important strategies of the 

Hindu Right-wing. The functioning of this strategy was readily at witness during the 

campaign for the 2014 general election and has continued unceasingly thereafter.  The 

Prime Minister spoke against beef and cattle trade, in what has been termed by him as the 

“pink revolution”. The culture of impunity enjoyed by the fanatical Hindutva groups 

indulging in these hate-crimes is an outcome, intended and unintended, of the same 
strategy. 

The response of the government machinery and the administration since the very first case 

of bovine-related mob lynching under the current dispensation reflects the construction of 

this culture of impunity.  Filing of cases against the victims of these hate-crimes as the first 

step of action is just one example, there has been no dearth of subtle and non-so-subtle 

hints as to where the sympathies of the administration lie. Not a single instance of strong 

condemnation by government institutions has been witnessed in these cases. On the 

contrary, such incidences have at times been followed by shows of strength and statements 

of encouragement for the perpetrators. The tourism minister Mahesh Sharma while visiting 

the funeral of the accused in Mohammad Akhlaq's murder is reported to have said, “(the 
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murder) took place as a reaction to that incident (cow slaughter). You must also consider 

that there was also a 17-year-old daughter in that home. Kisi ne usey ungli nahin lagaayi 

(nobody touched her).” ML Khattar, the Chief Minister of Haryana, went on to call the 

lynching a misunderstanding and reinstated bigotry by claiming, “They can be Muslim even 

after they stop eating beef, can’t they? It is written nowhere that Muslims have to eat beef, 

not is it written anywhere in Christianity that they have to eat beef.” The BJP President, 

Amit Shah, made light of and was dismissive of a question on the apprehensions 

surrounding lynching deaths by claiming that “more lynching occurred prior to this NDA 

government” and that “there is no apprehension anywhere in the country”. This despite his 

claim in April 2017 that “action is being taken against cow vigilantes”. Even the Prime 

Minister, forced to break his deafening silence, issued a seemingly ineffective warning to 

cow vigilantes. On the very day of his warning on social media, a man in Jharkhand was 
lynched on the suspicion that he had carried beef in his vehicle. 

While the acts of such lynching have served the purpose of striking fear into the minority 

community, the official responses, rather the lack of any response worth the name, to these 

acts of a public spectacle of violence, have created an impression that such fanaticism is 

beyond the realm of law. This impression, in turn, has engendered a self-perception among 

the perpetrators of being acceptable. It has implied a mainstreaming, in fact, glorification, 

of, what till very recently was considered, the fringe. The “erstwhile” fringe is now 

encouraged to follow suit everywhere thus, perpetuating itself to the extent that it creates 

an illusion of being normal and presents the danger of a real breakdown of social bonds 

between the majority and the minority. 

The normalisation of such violence was in fact witnessed during some of the most recent 

cases, where the lynching was much more public in character, in front of an anonymous 

crowd that watched it and did not come to intervene. In fact, they even denied witnessing 

it. A teenager is attacked and his attackers comment on his perceived eating habits and his 

religious identity, he lies grievously hurt in the platform and no one comes to his help. 

This, as a matter of fact, did happen and is not an account of a biased media. 

It is this normalisation of the extreme act of lynching that Mark Twain feared deeply, the 

fear that one such instance will breed many. This is also reminiscent of the normalised 

violence against SC/ST communities and the frequent refusal by the administration to file 

cases under the atrocities act. 

While it is indeed a law and order issue, we cannot let that become an excuse to carpet over 

the essential elements of communal prejudice and hate that constitutes these lynching 

deaths. That the government machinery, as well as the law enforcement agencies, collude 

or remain silent encourages this. And when the powers that be merely denounce the act of 

mob lynching and not its basis, they tacitly or explicitly allow such bigotry and oppression. 

This new form of hate crime is normalised as a result of the immunity granted to such 
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vigilantes because they espouse a certain ideology. If such violence continues, it can cause 
an irreversible harm to the tenets of democracy that has shaped the idea of India. 

A failure to recognise this new form of violence in India and call it out only absolves us 

from introspecting the rot in our society, and more damningly precludes us from moving 

forward politically to resolve it. Unfortunately, Mark Twain chose to remain silent despite 

an appropriate assessment of the danger. Will the moderates in today's India exercise the 

same choice? That is for history to judge. 

Goods and Service Tax (GST) 

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax levied when a consumer buys a good or 
service. India's current tax scenario is riddled with various indirect taxes which the GST 
aims to subsume with a single pan India comprehensive tax, by bringing all such taxes 
under a single umbrella. The aims of bill to eliminate the cascading effect of taxes on 
production and distribution prices on goods and services. 
 
 
Cascading effect of taxes is caused due to levy of different charges by State and Union 
Governments separately. This tax structure raises the tax-burden on Indian products, 
affecting their prices, and as a result, sales in the international market. The new tax regime 
will therefore, help boost exports. In the changed scenario, the following taxes under 
Centre and States will be subsumed in GST. 
 
Central Taxes replaced by GST Bill Central Excise Duty, Additional Duties of Excise and 
Customs, Special Additional Duty of Customs (SAD), Service Tax and Cess and Surcharges 
on supply of goods and services 
 
State Taxes Subsumed in the GST Bill VAT, Central Sales Tax, Purchase Tax, Luxury Tax, 
Entry Tax, Entertainment Tax, Taxes on advertisements, lotteries, betting, gambling and 
State Cess and Surcharge. 
 
The Lok Sabha passed The Constitution (122nd Amendment) (GST) Bill, 2014 on 8th 
August, 2016. The bill was passed by two-third majority, with 443 members voting in its 
favour and none against in the final vote. Introduced in Lok Sabha in May 2015, the Bill was 
passed by Rajya Sabha on 3rd August, 2016 with 203 votes in favour and none against. The 
passage of this historic GST Bill has now paved the way for the concept of one nation, one 
tax. 
 
The Union Government has set the ambitious target to roll out of the Goods and Services 
Tax, (GST) from 1st April, 2017. It was announced by Union Finance Minister Arun Jaitley 
after unveiling a detailed road map for GST implementation. This announcement was made 
after Rajya Sabha had passed The Constitution (122nd Amendment) (GST) Bill, 2014. 
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Provisions of the Bill  

o The GST will have two components keeping in mind the federal structure of India: 
the Central GST (CGST) and the State GST (SGST).  

o For goods and services that pass through several states or imports, the Centre will 
levy another tax, the Integrated GST (IGST).  

o Alcohol for human consumption has been kept out of the purview of GST.  
o It empowers the centre to impose an additional tax of upto 1% on the inter-state 

supply of goods for two years or more. This tax will accrue to states from where the 
supply originates. 

o Initially, GST will not apply to some products such as petroleum crude, high speed 
diesel, motor spirit (petrol), natural gas and aviation turbine fuel. The GST Council will 
decide when GST will be levied on them.  

o Tobacco and tobacco products will be subject to GST. The centre may also impose 
excise duty on tobacco. 

o Parliament may provide for compensation to states for revenue losses arising out of 
the implementation of GST for upto 5 years, based on the recommendations of the GST 
Council. 

Benefits of GST 

For Industries and Businesses 

o There will be uniformity of tax rates and structures across the country. It will 
increase certainty and ease of doing business i.e. make it tax neutral, irrespective of 
the choice of place of doing business in the country.  

o Due to removal of cascading, it will have a system of seamless tax-credits 
throughout the value-chain, and across boundaries of States. It will help to reduce 
hidden costs of doing business.  

o It would make compliance easy and transparent. The GST regime will have a robust 
and comprehensive IT system. Therefore, all tax payer services such as registrations, 
payments, returns, etc will be available to the taxpayers online. 

o It will reduce transaction costs of doing business that will eventually lead to an 
improved competitiveness for the trade and industry. 

o The subsuming of major Central and State indirect taxes in GST would reduce the 
cost of locally manufactured goods and services. It will 1.0 increase the 
competitiveness of Indian goods and services in the international market and give 
boost to Indian exports. 

For Central and State Governments  

o GST backed with a robust end-to-end IT system will be simpler and easier to 
administer than all other indirect taxes of the Centre and State levied so far.  
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o The robust IT infrastructure of GST regime will result in better tax compliance that 
will curb leakages and incentivise tax compliance by traders. 

o GST will lead to higher revenue efficiency as it is expected to decrease the cost of 
collection of tax revenues of the government.  

For the Consumers  

o Due to single and transparent tax proportionate to the value of goods, and services: 
it will remove many hidden taxes leading to transparency of taxes paid to the final 
consumer. 

o The overall tax burden on most commodities will come down because of efficiency 
gains and prevention of leakages which will benefit consumers. 

Goods and Services Tax has all the ingredients of a modern, seamless taxation system. But 
its success will depend on taking onboard all the stakeholders and eliminating all the 
irritants which goes against the principles of GST. Goods and Services Tax will also 
contribute towards a robust macro-economic parametre, thereby increasing investor 
sentiment. Finally, the consumers will be ultimate beneficiary as it would eliminate the 
cascading effect of tax. 
 
Difficult Words with Meanings :  
 
o Levied an amount of money, such as tax 
o Riddled something or someone difficult to understand 
o Subsume to included something or someone as part of a larger group 
o Cascading a large of number of things that happen quickly in a series 
o Regime a system of management 
o Unveiling to show or reveal 
o Robust strongly formed or built 
o Curb to control or limit something 
o Stakeholders a person or business that has invested money in something. 

 

Environmental Pollution 

One of the biggest menace to the human race on this planet today is the environment 
pollution. It is increasing with every passing year. It is an issue that troubles us 
economically, physically and socially. The contamination of the environment is also being 
linked to some of the fatal diseases. The environmental problem that is worsening with 
each day needs to be addressed so that its harmful effects on humans as well as the planet 
can be rectified. 
 
The effects of environmental pollution on humans are mainly physical, but can also turn 
into neuro-affections in the long term. The best-known troubles are respiratory, in the form 
of allergies, asthma, irritation of the eyes and nasal passages or other forms of respiratory 
infections. Environmental pollution also affects animals by causing harm to their living 
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environment, making it toxic for them to live in. Acid rains can change the composition of 
rivers and seas, making them toxic for fishes, an important quantity of ozone in the lower 
parts of the atmosphere can cause lung problems to all animals. 
 
 
In short, environmental pollution, almost exclusively created by human activities, has a 
negative effect on the ecosystem, destroying crucial layers of it and causing an even more 
negative effect on the upper layers. Problems like ozone depletion, global warming, 
greenhouse effect, melting of glaciers etc have arisen due to pollution. Environmental 
pollution consists of five basic types of pollution namely; Air, Noise, Water, Soil and 
Radioactive Pollution etc.   
 

Air Pollution 

Air pollution is a gas (or a liquid or solid dispersed through-ordinary air) released in a big 
enough quantity to harm the health of people or other animals, kill plants or stop them to 
growing properly. Air pollution may be defined as the presence of any solid, liquid or 
gaseous substance including noise and radioactive radiation in the atmosphere in such 
concentration that may be directly and indirectly injurious to humans or other living 
organisms, plants, property or interferes with the normal environmental processes. Air 
pollution is a result of industrial and certain domestic activity. An ever increasing use of 
fossil fuels in power plants, industries, transportation, mining, construction of buildings 
etc; had led to air pollution. Some major diseases caused by air pollution are bronchitis, 
asthma, lung cancer, tuberculosis and pneumonia. Prevention and control measures of air 
pollution are 
 
o Better designed equipment and smokeless fuels should be used in homes and 

industries 
o Renewable and non-polluting sources of energy like solar energy, wind energy, etc 

should be used 
o Tall chimneys should be installed in factories 
o More trees should be planted along roadsides and houses.  

Noise Pollution 

Noise is one of the most pervasive pollutant. Noise by definition is, 'Sound without value' or 
'Any noise that is unwanted by the recipient'. Noise in industries such as stone cutting and 
crusing, steel forgings, loudspeakers, shouting by hawkers selling their wares, movement of 
heavy transport vehicles, railways and airports leads to irritation and an increased blood 
pressure, loss of temper, decrease in work efficiency, loss of hearing which may be first 
temporary but can become permanent in the noise stress continues. Noise level is 
measured in terms of decibels (dB).  
Noise pollution is a growing problem. All human activities contribute to noise pollution to 
varying extent. Sources of noise pollution are many and may be located indoors or 
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outdoors. Indoor sources include noise produced by radio, television, generators, electric 
fans, air coolers, air conditioners, different home appliances and family conflicts.  
Outdoor sources of noise pollution include indiscriminate use of loudspeakers, industrial 
activities, automobiles, rail traffic, aeroplanes and activities such as those at market place, 
religious, social, and cultural functions, sports and political rallies. Noise pollution is highly 
annoying and irritating. Noise disturbs sleep, causes hypertensions (high blood pressure), 
emotional problems such as aggression, mental depression and annoyance. Noise pollution 
adversely affects efficiency and performance of individuals.  
 
Following steps can be taken to control or minimise noise pollution  
 
o Road traffic noise can be reduced by better designing and proper maintenance of 

vehicles.  
o Industrial noises can be reduced by sound proofing equipment like generators and 

areas producing lot of noise. 
o Power tools, very loud music and land movers, public functions using loudspeakers, 

etc should not be permitted at night 
o Use of horns, alarms, refrigeration units, etc is to be restricted. Use of fire crackers 

which are noisy and cause air pollution should be restricted. 
o A green belt of trees is an efficient noise absorber. 
o A loud speaker or a public address system shall not be used at night (between 10:00 

p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) except in closed premises for communication within e.g. 
auditoriums, conference rooms, community halls and banquet halls.  

o A person may, if the noise level exceeds the ambient noise standards by 10 dB(A) or 
more given in the corresponding columns against any area/zone, make a complain to 
the authority.  

Water Pollution 

Water pollution is one of the most serious environmental problems. Water pollution is 
caused by a variety of human activities such as industrial, agricultural and domestic. 
Agricultural run off laden with excess fertilizers and pesticides, industrial effluents with 
toxic substances and sewage water with human and animal wastes pollute our water 
thoroughly. Natural sources of pollution of water are soil erosion, leaching of minerals from 
rocks and decaying of organic matter.  
Water pollution is the major source of water born diseases and other health problems. 
Sediments brought by runoff water from agricultural fields and discharge of untreated or 
partially treated sewage and industrial effluents, disposal of fly ash or solid waste into or 
close to a water body cause severe problems of water pollution. Increased turbidity of 
water because of sediments reduces penetration of light in water that reduces 
photosynthesis by aquatic plants.  
The following measures can be adopted to control water pollution  
o The water requirement should be minimised by altering the techniques involved. 
o Water should be reused with or without treatment.  
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o Recycling of water after treatment should be practiced to the maximum extent 
possible.  

o The quantity of waste water discharge should be minimised. 

Soil Pollution 

The next source of environmental pollution is soil. It is caused by the presence of man-
made chemicals and other alteration in the natural soil. This type of contamination 
typically arises from percolation of contaminated surface water to subsurface strata, oil 
and fuel dumping, direct discharge of industrial wastes to the soil, leaching of wastes from 
landfills etc. The most common chemicals involved in soil pollution are petroleum 
hydrocarbons, solvents, pesticides, lead and other heavy metals. Soil pollution is a very 
dangerous aspect of environment since it affects the fertility and food production of the 
area and country.  
It is a serious concern which can be called for improvement by appropriate and moderate 
use of healthy pesticides to increase the fertility and quality of soil and thus, reducing the 
harm. To control soil pollution, it is essential to stop the use of plastic bags. Sewage should 
be treated properly before using as fertilizer and as landfills. Biomedical waste prior to 
disposal should be properly treated for removing hazardous materials. Biomedical waste 
should be separately collected and incinerated in proper incinerators.  

Radioactive Pollution 

The radioactive pollution is defined as the physical pollution of air, water and the other 
radioactive materials. The ability of certain materials to emit the proton, gamma rays and 
electrons by their nuclei is known as the radioactive. The protons are known as the alpha 
particle and the electrons are also known as the beta particle. Those materials are known 
as the radioactive elements. The environmental radiations can be from different sources 
and can be natural or man-made.  
The natural radiations are also known as the background radiations. In this, the cosmic 
rays are involved and reach the surface of Earth from space. It includes the radioactive 
elements like radium., uranium, thorium, radon, potassium and carbon. These occur in the 
rock, soil and water. The man-made radiations include the mining and refining of 
plutonium and thorium. This production and explosion of nuclear weapons include the 
nuclear fuels, power plants and radioactive isotopes.  
Low levels of radiation exposure on a small portion of the body may just affect the cell 
membranes and cause mild skin irritation. Other immediate effects of short span exposure 
of nuclear radiation are nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, loss of hair and nails, bruises owing to 
subcutaneous bleeding etc. High radiation exposures have much acute toxicity and can 
quickly kill the victim. The victim declines in vitality and dies from anaemia, infection and 
haemorrhage.  
Radioactive pollution can be controlled by number of ways. It includes the stoppage of 
leakage from the radioactive materials including the nuclear reactors, industries and 
laboratories. The power plants must follow the safe instructions. The protective garments 
must be worn by the workers who work in the nuclear plants.  
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Governmental Initiatives to Control Pollution 

The Government of India has been a keen observer of the effects on the environment and 
has been in the forefront to help and protect it. The Ministry of Environment and Forests 
has been actively involved in monitoring and formulating ways to preserve Indians natural 
beauty and maintain a healthy ecological balance. From the promotion of organic farming 
to the implementation of stringent industrial waste treatment rules, the government has 
provided facilities and policies to protect our nature.  
Many initiatives have been taken by Government at international and national level both to 
combat environmental pollution. The UN Conference on Human Environment (UNEP) was 
convened to study the profound changes in the relationship between man and his 
environments in the wake of modern scientific and technological development.  
 
In last few years, the Indian Government has taken various measures in response to the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 'National Action Plan 
on climate Change' and low Carbon Strategies for Inclusive Growth' have been initiated. 
 
The World Health Organisation also set-up an international network for the monitoring 
and study of air pollution on a global scale and for devising possible remedies. India has 
been working on the issue of its Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions for several years now. 
The estimated average, per capita GHG emissions of India in 2020 are expected to be well 
below those of the developed countries. 
 
Never the less, India is acutely conscious of the need to address the issue of climate change 
and hence, the Indian Government has a robust National Action Plan on Climate Change 
(NAPCC) in place which is a mix of both mitigation and adaptation measures. 
 
India has under taken several initiatives to combat climate change under the areas of 
Science and Research, Policy Development, Policy Implementation, International Co-
operation and Forestry. The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) has taken several 
positive steps to minimise pollution of the environment. The Government of India has 
passed some important Environmental Laws, viz., Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act, 1974 and Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981. 
 
The present Government of India took six crucial eco-friendly steps to control 
environmental pollution. These steps included `Swachh Bharat Abhiyan', 'Clean Ganga 
Mission', 'National Air Quality Index (NAQI)', `Toilets before Temples', 'Mount Everest 
Ascent', i.e., Mount Everest Cleaning drive, 'Water Conservation' etc. 
 
The past decade has witnessed a remarkable shift in government policy from emphasis on 
pollution control to pollution prevention in order to tackle the environmental problem 
posed by the industry. Concerted efforts have been made by the government in this 
direction. 
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Now, the responsibility lies with the industry, equipment manufacturers, academic and 
consultancy organisations, national and international organisations etc., to work in line 
with the Government's policy to create a healthy and competitive atmosphere for 
sustainable industrial development in the counter.  
 
Difficult Words with Meanings : 
o Contamination make (something) impure by exposure to or addition of a 

poisonous or polluting substance 
o Respiratory relating to breathing 
o Pervasive spreading widely throughout an area or a group of people 
o Turbidity cloudy or muddy; not clear 
o Percolation the slow movement of water through the pores in soil or permeable 

rock 
o Strata a level of people or population with reference to social position etc 
o Incinerated destroy by burning; 8. Subcutaneous situated or applied under the skin 
o Devising plan or invent (a complex procedure, system) by careful thought 

 

E-Governance 

'e-Governance' can be defined as governing of a country, organisation, company or a 
household with the help of Information and Communication Technology (ICT). e-
Governance facilitates an efficient, speedy and transparent process of disseminating 
information to the public, and other agencies and for performing government 
administrative activities. The National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) is an initiative of the 
Government of India to make all government services available to the citizens of India via 
electronic media. 
 
India started with its own e-Governance initiative with the establishment of National 
Informatics Centre (NIC) in 1977. But the main thrust for e-Governance was provided by 
the launching of NICNET (National Informatics Centre Network) is 1987 which was the 
national satellite-based computer network This was followed by the launch of the District 
Information System of the National Informatics Centre (DISNIC) programme to 
computerise all district offices in the country for which free hardware and software was 
offered to State Governments. NICNET was extended via the state capitals to all district 
headquarters by 1990.  
 
A large number of e-Governance initiative were taken at the union and state levels. In 1999, 
the Union Ministry of Information Technology was created. By 2000, a 12-point minimum 
agenda for e-Governance was identified by Government of India for implementation in all 
the Union Government Ministries/Departments. e-Governance is the application of 
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) for delivering government services, 
exchange of information, communication transactions, integration of various stand alone 
systems and services between  

1. Government-to-Customer (G2C),  
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2. Government-to-Business (G2B) and 
3. Government-to-Government (G2G).  

The goal of Government-to-Customer (G2C) e-Governance is to offer a variety of ICT 
services to citizens in an efficient and economical manner, and to strengthen the 
relationship between government and citizens using technology. Under G2C, various 
projects viz Bhoomi project by Karnataka Government Lokvani project by Uttar Pradesh 
Government, E-Mitra by Rajasthan Government, E-Seva by Andhra Pradesh Government, 
Gyandoot 'ay Madhya Pradesh Government have been launched.  
Government-to-Business (G2B) is the online non-commercial interaction between Local 
and Central Government and the commercial business sector with the purpose of providing 
business information and advice. G2G refers to the conduction through the internet 
between government agencies and trading companies.  
Under this projects like E-Procurement of Andhra Pradesh Government, MCA-21 
implemented by Ministry of Corporate Affairs were launched. E-government is a fairly 
broad subject matter and it is an effort to keep up with today's demands. G2G is the 
electronic sharing of data and/or information systems between government agencies, 
departments or organisations.  
The goal of G2G is to support e-government initiatives by improving communication, data 
access and data sharing. Some successful G2G projects are North-East Gang Information 
System (NEGIS), Khajane of Karnataka Government, Smart Government of Andhra Pradesh. 
Apart from these, Central Government introduced Mission Mode Projects (MMPs).  
A Mission Mode Project is an individual project within the National e-Governance Plan 
(NeGP) that focuses on one aspect of electronic governance, such as banking, land records 
or commercial taxes etc. With NeGP 'mission mode' implies that projects have clearly 
defined objectives, scopes and implementation of timelines and milestone, as well as 
measurable outcomes and service levels.  
NeGP comprises 31 Mission Mode Projects (MMPs) which are further classified as central, 
state and integrated MMPs. Central MMPs include Banking, Central Excise and Customs, 
Income Tax (IT), Insurance, MCA 21, Passport, Immigration, Visa and Foreigners 
Registration and Tracking, Pension, E-office, Posts, VID. State MMPs include Agriculture, 
Commercial Taxes, E-District, Employment Exchange, National Land Records Management 
Programme (NLRMP), Municipalities, E-Panchayats, Crime and Criminal Tracking Network 
and System (CCTNS), Road Transport, Treasuries Computerisation, PDS, Education and 
Health. Integrated MMPs include CSC, e-Biz, e-courts, e-Procurement, EDI for e-Trade, 
National e-Governance Service Delivery Gateway, India Portal etc 
 
Some of the recent initiatives taken by the Government of India in the field of e-Governance 
in the country are  
o Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS) allowing on line interoperable financial 

inclusion transaction through the business correspondent of any bank using the 
Aadhaar authentication. 

o  Digital India Programme aiming to transform the country into a digitally 
empowered society and knowledge economy.  
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o Direct cash transfer to facilitate disbursements of government entitlements like 
NREGA, social security pension etc of any Central or State Government bodies, using 
Aadhaar as supported by UIDAI (Unique Identification Authority of India).  

o e-Kranti scheme for linking the internet with remote villages in the country 
launched in 2014.  

Some states viz, West Bengal, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh have implemented e-Government 
modules in Panchayat. MMPs for e-Governance in Municipalities is implemented under 
Phase I of Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) and applicable to 
65 Mission cities. The government has to publish all the information online through 
websites. This can be facilitated through centralised storage of information, localisation of 
content and content management. The information of government is public information, 
therefore the citizens are entitled to know every piece of information of the government, 
because the government is of the people, by the people and for the people.  
 
Despite its advantages, e-Governance faces many challenges in various ways. Universal 
access to the internet is still far away in India. India has wide digital divide between rural 
and urban India, thus the reach of e-Governance initiative is very limited. States like 
Maharashtra, Gujarat, Kerala and ahead in e-Governance, but others like Bihar, Jharkhand, 
North-East and lagging behind.  
 
A vision is required to implement the e-Governance successfully in India. To meet the 
vision the challenges in the implementation of e-Governance should be overcome. Then, the 
environment needs to be developed for the effective implementation of e-Governance in 
India. Inspite of all challenges India has number of award winning e-Governance projects. 
Therefore, we can say that, e-Governance is the key to the 'good governance' for the 
developing countries like India to minimise corruption, provides efficient and effective or 
quality services to their citizens.  
 
Difficult Words with Meanings : 
o Disseminate to spread information, knowledge etc so that it reaches to many 

people 
o Integration the act or process of combining two or more things so that they work 

together 
o Procurement the process of cu obtaining supplies of something, especially for a 

government or an rn organisation 
o Immigration the process of coming to live permanently in a country that is not your 

own 
o Authentication proof for something is genuine, real or true 

 

Strange deal: on new e-commerce police 

The Centre’s curiously timed attempt to ‘clarify’ foreign direct investment norms for e-

commerce players could end up scuttling investor interest in the sector that has attracted 

large foreign players and generated thousands of jobs. The fresh restrictions and the 
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clarifications on certain operational aspects could reinforce investor complaints about 

India being unpredictable in terms of policies. In March 2016, foreign investment up to 

100% was allowed under the automatic route for e-com firms engaged in business-to-

business transactions using the marketplace model — one where a firm sets up an enabling 

IT platform to facilitate trade between sellers and buyers. However, FDI was not allowed 

where the e-com player owned the inventory of goods to be sold, or for business-to-

consumer purposes, barring a few exceptions. Now, the rules have been altered for players 

like Amazon or Flipkart (majority-owned by Walmart) that have made significant 

investments in India. The policy, to kick in from February 1, 2019, could require a major 

overhaul in the business model and shareholding structures of such players. For instance, 

earlier a single vendor or its group firms couldn’t account for over 25% of sales in a 

marketplace; now the rules bar sales by any entities where the e-com firm has an equity 

stake. A vendor’s inventory will be deemed to be controlled by the e-com player if more 

than 25% of its purchases are from the latter or related firms. It’s not clear how this change 

will help meet the principle enunciated in the policy note — fairness and the creation of a 

non-discriminatory, level playing field. 

Separately, any specialised back-end support for some sellers must now be extended to all 

vendors, while discounts, cash-backs and preferential subscription services have been 

made far trickier to implement. An e-commerce marketplace entity will not mandate any 

seller to offer a product exclusively on its platform under the new rules. But this doesn’t 

explain what to do when a seller voluntarily opts to sell exclusively on one e-commerce 

portal over another. The government is clearly keen to quell the long-brewing disquiet 

among offline retailers over big discount sales and the surge in e-commerce. Yet, it could 

have waited for the recommendations of a national e-commerce policy task force set up 

this April. That task force could trigger more policy shifts. India’s retail FDI policy remains 

muddled — with the debate now focussing on online vs offline trade as opposed to big vs 

small, or a single brand vs multi-brand retail FDI regime. Globally, India has been taking on 

protectionism, and this month the Finance Minister said free trade is essential so 

consumers get the best deal everywhere. The same consumer focus and non-protectionist 

tenets must be applied for internal trade. 

 

Letter 
1)FORMAL LETTER 

2)INFORMAL LETTER 

 

The following illustration will give you an idea of writing a formal letter. 
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Formal letter 

CONTENT OF A FORMAL LETTER 

The next stage is to decide what will be in each paragraph. Usually the answer will have 
four or more paragraphs: 

1) A very short opening paragraph – usually just a sentence – the purpose of the letter: to 
make an enquiry, complain, request something etc. 

2) The paragraph or paragraphs – the topic for this is usually given in the original 
question(s), so make your plan based on the exact topic of the letter. 

3) Last paragraph – the last paragraph of a formal letter is usually short and should state 
what action(s) you expect the recipient to take – To send you information, to refund etc. 

ENDING A LETTER 

1) Yours faithfully, 

If you do not know the name of the person, end the letter this way.  

2) Yours sincerely, 

If you know the name of the person, end the letter this way. 

3) Your signature, 

Sign your name. Do not use a comma or a full stop.  

USEFUL EXPRESSIONS: 

REQUESTING 

I am writing for information about... 

I would like to learn/find out/know more about... 
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I would like to ask if/whether... 

I would be grateful if you could... 

ASKING FOR PARTICULAR ACTIONS 

I would like to ask you for... 

I would suggest that you/your company... 

I think that I can ask for... 

In the light of the above, I would like to ask you for.. 

CLOSING 

I look forward to your reply 

I look forward to hearing from you 

I look forward to seeing you 

We look forward to a successful working relationship in the future 

I would appreciate your immediate attention to this matter 

FORMAL LETTER (TRANSACTIONAL LETTER) 

Before you do anything, read the question(s) carefully and find out the following: 

who you are writing to 

why you are writing ( e.g. to ask for information, to complain etc.) 

what you are writing about 
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When you have worked out what the purpose of your letter is, you should be able to work 
out what kind of style you will need to use. 

ADDRESSES 

1) Your Address: 

The return address (your address) should be written in the top right-hand corner of the 
letter. 

  

2) The address of the person you are writing to (the address of your local youth centre): 

The inside address should be written on the left, starting below your address. 

DATE 

1) You can write it on the right or the left on the line after the address you are writing to. 

2) Write the month as a word.  

SALUTATION OR GREETING 

1) Dear Sir or Madam 

If you do not know the name of the person you are writing to, use this. 

2) Dear Mr. Hawkins, 

If you know the name, use the title (Mr, Mrs, Miss OR Ms, Dr, etc.) and the surname only. 

If you are writing to a woman and do not know if she uses Mrs or Miss, you can use Ms, 
which is refers to married and single women. 

Write a letter to a bank manager for opening a new savings 

account. 
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The formal letters usually begin with the address of a sender that should be written in the 
top-left hand corner of the letter. The address of the recipient should be written on the left 
side just below the sender’s address. 

Example 

C- 81 C Rajat Vihar 
Near Shivam Apartment 
Nodia- 201301 
27th October 2018 
To, 
The Account Manager 
State Bank Of India 
Rajat- Vihar Branch 
Nodia - 201301 
After that, the subject is written, which should be in capital letters and in few words. 

Example, 

Subject: Letter for opening a new savings account. 
Next is the salutation section. 

In this line, if you don’t know the recipient’s name then it is ideal to address them with 
Dear Sir or Madam. The gender of the recipient should be clear in your mind. 

 

Informal letter 

How to write an informal letter? 

The classic informal letter has five parts as follows: 

1. 
Address 
Block 

Includes your return address and the date of writing the letter. This block 
is usually right-justified. 

2. 
Opening 
Salutation 

This is the opening greeting; typically "Dear John".  Left-justify this block. 

3. Body Block 

This is your actual letter content (introduction + main parts + final 
paragraphs). It can be anywhere from a few paragraphs in length up to 
multiple pages. In the exam the length of the letter will be defined in the task 
(usually somewhere between 120 and 180 words). The body paragraphs 
should be left justified. 
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4. 
Closing 
Salutation 

This is where you say goodbye. Typically, closing salutations for informal 
letters include such phrases as: "Yours truly,", "Your friend,", "All the best,", 
Take care,". These days, more informal closing salutations are also 
acceptable, such as: "See you soon,", "Don't be a stranger,", etc. Left-justify the 
closing salutation. 

5. 
Signature 
Block 

Since it is an informal letter to someone who knows you reasonably well, just 
sign your first name. Also left-justify this block. 

 

Example 

 

Go through the illustration below for writing letters to 

friends, parents, relatives, and acquaintances. 

Address 
Dear -_________ 
Body of the letter 
Yours lovingly 
Name _________ 
Question. Write a letter to your sister in about 300 words telling her of the dangers 
of consuming drugs. 
I will present the body with this letter. 

Dear Priya, 
Hope this letter finds you in best of your spirit. 
I am writing this letter especially to tell you about the dangers of consuming drugs. Drug 
consumption initially starts just out of curiosity, but when coaxed by friends, people start 
consuming for pleasure. This, slowly over a period of time, turns into a habit. 
Some start consuming drugs to get over boredom. Soon with regular consumption, they 
start having depression symptoms. It then becomes a necessity. They lose interest in things 
around them, their hands start shaking and they lose their appetite, they do not retain any 
interest in sports, academics etc. Those who consume drugs regularly have temper 
tantrums. The person becomes a slave of drugs and if he is deprived, he develops several 
withdrawal symptoms.It slowly kills a person from inside. 
We need to treat such people with understanding & sympathy. 
Dear Priya, drugs are a curse for the society and one should not even try them. 
Convey my regards to all. 
Yours affectionately 
_____ 
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Transfer of savings account (Formal Letter)  

 

D-92 

SECTOR 12 

Nodia – 201301 

27 Jul, 2018 

The Manager 

SBI – SECTOR 12 Noida 

201301 

Sub: Regarding transfer of savings account. 

Dear Sir, 

I am having a savings account bearing number – xxxxxxxx1201 with your branch at 

SECTOR 12 Noida. I have recently been relocated to Mumbai due to transfer of my job. 

I, then, request you to transfer above captioned account with your branch to SBI Juhu 

Branch, Mumbai. Appropriate charges may kindly  be debited to my account in this regard 

for transfer of my account. 

I have enclosed herewith a copy of the Address Proof of my current residence for your 

information and records. 

Kindly do the needful. 

Yours faithfully, 

Abhinav 
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WRITE A LETTER TO A BANK MANAGER TO GET A LOAN 

FOR STARTING YOUR BUSINESS (FORMAL LETTER)  

 
19, Belly road, 
Patna- 560001 
Feb 26, 2018 
 
To, 
The Manager, 
State Bank of India, 
21-F, Belly Road, Patna-560025 
 
Dear Sir, 
Subject: Regarding a loan to start my business 
I’m a regular customer of your bank and have held an account for last 10 years apart from 
maintaining several fixed deposits. I’m planning to start my own restaurant for which I would 
require a loan of Rs. 5500,000 for a duration of 4 years. 
I’ve already prepared a business plan for this restaurant which I’m attaching in the prescribed 
format. Other than that, I’ve attached all the form and documents as required by the bank. 
Please do the needful to have the loan approved. 
Thanking you, 
Yours sincerely 
Abhinav srivastav 
  

 

Write a letter to your branch manager as you were unable to 

transfer funds to your friend due to unavailability of UPI 

services (Formal Letter) 

13B , Rajat Vihar 
Sector-62, Noida 

10th July ,2019 

To 
The Branch Manager 
StateBank of India 
Sector12-22 Branch, Noida 

Subject – Unable to transfer funds 
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Sir , 

I wish to state that I am an account holder in your esteemed bank State Bank of India , 
Sector 12-22 Branch since 5 years. My account number is 310418152374 with UPI ID – 
abc@banks 
I transferred Rs 10,000 on 5th July , 2019 to my friend’s account , Mr Ramu Sharma , 
account holder of Axis Bank with UPI ID- name@company. Since UPI payment is made 
instantly but my payment has not been transferred yet and it is pending. 
I have spoken to customer care and also sent a complaint email but the authorities have 
not reverted back yet. 

I would be highly obliged if early action is taken from your side since it is a serious issue 
which needs to be sorted quickly. 

Yours faithfully 

Rakesh sharma 

 

Write a letter to the Bank Manager seeking time for payment 

of EMI (Formal Letter)  

41 , Satyam Road Kalp Vihar 

New Delhi 

29th August, 2018 

To 

The Manager 

State Bank of India New Delhi 

Subject – Request for seeking time for payment of EMI Sir , 

This is to inform that I availed loan from your bank of Rs 5 lakh in the year 2017 (A/C no. 

xxxx789652). I was suppose to pay the EMI on 10 August , 2018 but excluding this month’s 

EMI, I have duly repaid all the installments of the loan. Recently, due to a financial crisis in 

the family as I am the only one employed, I have not been able to pay the EMI this time 

around. 

Therefore, I kindly request you to grant me some time so, I can pay the outstanding amount 

on the same date next month. 

Thanking You. 

Yours Faithfully  
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XYZ 

Write a letter to Regional Manager of Bank informing about 

internet banking site problems (Formal Letter) 

855 , Preet Vihar Bank Enclave New Delhi 

17th October, 2018 To 

The Regional Manager State Bank of India New Delhi 

Subject : Problem regarding internet banking site Sir 

Dear Sir,  

This letter is to inform you that there is some problem with the website of your esteemed 

bank. I , ABCD, holding account number 8745617486532 is associated with your bank since 

8 years. Since the onset of the internet banking through your website portal of your bank , 
no problem has ever occurred. 

But since last week I have tried through laptop and mobile both , but the website of bank is 

not opening , thereby hampering by transactions. I am not able to access the website as the 

website is showing some error constantly. These days everything can be done through 

website of bank – be it money transfer , RTGS or checking balance. So this issue is really 

creating a botheration. 

Therefore , I request you to kindly update the website and resolve the issue so that other 
users as well do not face any problem. 

Yours Faithfully 

 ABCD  

Letters that we send to our friends and family (Informal 

Letter) 

  

13 Liverpool Road, 

Islington, London 

N1 0RW 

5th November 2010 

Dear Paula, 
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Oh, how I missed being with you during the holidays this year! Everything in London is so 

different from Spain that I don't know if I'll ever get used to living here. I'm so glad that my 

father's job at the Spanish Embassy will only last until June. Then we will come home, and 

you and I can spend the summer on the beach. (I hope you'll spend your holiday in Spain, as 

usual.) 

I've already made some very nice friends, but don't worry - no one could ever replace you 

as my best friend! After school, I sometimes go to my friend Fiona's house. She enjoys 

listening to the same music and watching the same clips that you and I like. In fact, Fiona 

and I have tickets for Bon Jovi's concert next month. I wish you were coming with us! 

Life is very different here. Would you believe that we have to wear a uniform to go to 

school? It's awful! A blue skirt and blazer, a white blouse and a ridiculous checked tie, not 

to mention a pair of horrible, long, white socks. Besides, there is nothing to do in the 
evening. All the shops close by 4.30 p. m. and pubs are only open till 11 p. m. 

That's all for now. I must start my homework for my English class tomorrow. The teacher 

wants us to write an informal letter to a friend and I don't even know where to begin! 

Please write soon and tell me all the news. I miss you. 

Love, 

Sandra 

Problem would never be a problem, 

Until or unless we thought it is a problem. 

All the best for your descriptive Exam 

Thanks & Regards 

Team AB 
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